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A Personal Preface

Writing of "dark phrases of womanhood ... of never having been a
girl," Ntozake Shange urges us to "sing the black girl's song,.
bring her out/ to know you/ to know herself."
sighs/sing the song of her possibilities/ .

.

.

. to

She tells us to "sing her
. she's been closed in

silence for so long ..." (Colored Girls 2-3).

Black women's writings

free the black woman's tongue from the silences enforced by sexism and
racism; through the arts she can sing her song of life and share her
beauty with the world.

The black woman is indeed beautiful and her

literature, even though it is often mistreated, misrepresented and
misunderstood, is a celebration of her beauty, of her womanhood.
Self-esteem is a primary issue in writings by black women.

Many of

their heroines, suffering a lack of pride, involve themselves in
destructive situations and relationships that lead to further loss of
self-esteem.

But once these heroines reach rock bottom, most begin the

long uphill climb to regaining their sanity and control of their lives
and destinies.
Although the heroines of black female writing are victimized by
their men and by society, they move on because they have themselves and
they have others who depend upon them.

In For Colored Girls. Ntozake

Shange calls attention to how male-oriented black women are.

The level

of self-esteem of many of the characters depends upon their relationship
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with their "man," but in the end each woman has to realize that her
sense of pride and well-being must first come from within before it can
be shared with someone else.

Shange's women all come together at the

end of the play, realizing that their love is "too beautiful .
magical .

.

.

. too

. too Saturday nite ... to have thrown back in [their

faces]" (49).

With this realization of their own worth, the women learn

that they must love themselves, sing their songs, and end their silences
to be happy.

They all find god in themselves, and they "love her

fiercely" (67).
And so the writings of black women are about woman's self-affirma¬
tion, self-worth, and self-love.

The black woman is the protagonist; it

is primarily her silence, her bonding with other women that black women
writers explore.

For women, the need and the desire to nurture each

other is inherent and redemptive.

Until this need is realized and acted

upon, the woman's real power will remain undiscovered and untapped.
This theme of women coming together to nurture and support each other is
of powerful importance in black women's writings.

In her introduction

to Midnight Birds. Mary Helen Washington notes the inherent need in
women to "return to their past, to the women who were part of that past,
to a girlhood when a self existed that was individual and singular,
defined neither by men, nor children .

." (6).

This need for women to

reconcile and re-establish connections with one another is beautifully
and touchingly rendered in such works as Toni Morrison's Sula. in Alice
Walker's The Color Purple, and in Gloria Naylor's Women of Brewster
Place.
women:

Morrison comments on this deep and abiding friendship between
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We read about Ajax and Achilles willing to die for each other,
but very little about the friendship of women, and them having
respect for each other like its something new.

But black

women have alwavs had that, they have always been emotional
supports for each other.

That's what I was trying to say in

Sula. when Nel discovered that it was not her husband that she
had missed all those years, but her friend Sula.

Because when

you don't have a woman to talk to, really talk to .
is real loneliness.

That is devastating.

.

. that

(Washington xvi-

xvii)
It is to one another that black women turn in their hour of need.
Too frequently, it is the black woman's reality to suffer her deepest
hurt and bitterest disappointment at the hands of the black man.
Because of this, black women writers often portray him as the agent of
their pain and sorrow.

However, most black women in the writers I will

examine do not advocate life without the black man, as critics have
charged.

They continue to love him or come at length to accept him as

a vital presence in their lives.

That black women writers portray the

sexism of black men means that they will not permit even black men to be
degraders, oppressors or manipulators of their womanhood.
Black women writers often balance the negative portrayals with the
positive by providing explanations for the black man's oppressive and
sexist behavior towards the black woman.

In For Colored Girls, for

example, Beau Willie Brown, a shell-shocked Vietnam Veteran experiencing
the problems of trying to readjust to life in America, a still-racist
country that offers him no job and no hope, turns to drugs and wreaks
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havoc in his woman's life.

Although Shange makes us sympathize with the

abused Crystal, she also makes us mourn the sad and desperate plight
that makes Beau Willie hurt her.

Contrary to some critical arguments,

black women writers are sensitive to the emotions and pain of black men.
But the black woman writer does not focus on the black male nor
merely on his victimization of the black female. Instead, she calls for
black women to "assume responsibility for strengthening their selfesteem by learning to love and appreciate themselves--in short, to
celebrate their womanhood.

Only then will they be able to become

involved in mutually fulfilling relationships" (Washington xxiii).

The

black woman must not look solely to the black man for affirmation and
personal identification; she must look to herself, within herself first.
The black woman writer calls for "the use of gender solidarity and
female bonding as self-affirming rituals" (Bethel 179) .
Black female writings sing the colored girl's song, the song of her
possibilities, of her infinite beauty, so that she may be "born and
handled warmly" (Shange 3).

As a woman and as a black woman, I have

learned and grown by reading the black women's writings. I have been
born.

In doing the necessary research for my thesis on the themes of

lesbianism and female bonding in the literature of black women writers,
I discovered a world somewhat unbeknown to me--the world of black
feminist literature.

Emily Dickinson said "There is no frigate like a

book," and the books of the black feminists have transported me to a
land where just being female is beautiful. I now know my "infinite
beauty" and have learned to celebrate my possibilities.
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Having grown up in a society that teaches, "Girl, you ain't a real
woman unless you got a man," I identified my being and self-worth on the
grounds of my love life.

However, after reading so much about female

self-affirmation, womanness, and femaleness, I have come to love my
womanhood, and I can enjoy what it feels to be female without worrying
about the male and what he thinks of me.

My femaleness is inherent and

beautiful.
My best friends throughout my school years were all male.

Although

I have sisters, I knew little about female bonding or female friendship.
Brainwashed by male stereotyping, I always thought, "A group of women
don't do nothing but stir up trouble."

And then I read Sula by Toni

Morrison and realized how beautiful and special it must be to share a
friendship with a woman friend and be so close as to have "two throats,
one eye and ... no price" (147).

Ntozake's "Coming to Terms," a story

about Mandy who, loving her independence as much as she loves Ezra,
grows to cherish hearing her own noises in the night, "waking up a
solitary figure in her world," taught me about the importance of mutual
respect in a male-female relationship.

A man has to respect my desires,

my need for privacy, and my insistence upon the right to get into myself
and my solitude.

Even though I read "Alice", a story of a woman

reaching out to another woman, by Paulette Childress White, many times,
it was not until I came to the end of my research that I was able to
read it with a complete understanding.

I read it with tears in my eyes,

for I could see and was deeply moved by the reconciliation and the
coming together of Alice and the narrator who has realized after many
years that it was Alice's strength, warm laughter, and 'bad woman' talk
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that nurtured her and helped her to blossom gracefully into womanhood.
I was finally able to understand Shange when she wrote, "She held her
head on her lap/ the lap of her sisters soakin up tears/ each under¬
standing how much love stood between them/ love like sisters" (Colored
Girls 44).
Just as the writing of the black female writers transported me to
worlds of self-love and woman love, I'm sure that it can do the same for
all people--white or black, male or female--who take the time to read
it.

It is universal and embraces all people.

Black poet and writer

Mari Evans wrote, "1/ am a black woman/tall as cypress/ strong/ beyond
all definition still/ defying place/ and time/ and circumstance/
assailed/ impervious/ indestructible/ Look/ on me and be/renewed."

The

literature of the black woman is like the black woman herself--tall,
strong, defying definition and categories, immortal, and life-giving.
Let us look on her, read her thoughts and feelings, and be renewed.

Introduction:

The Need for Black Feminist Criticism

Although many of their works have been praised individually, until
the last decade or so black women writers have not found a home in the
critical community.

In the seventies, upon realizing that white women,

white men, and black men consider their own experiences as normative and
black women's as deviant, black female critics and writers saw an
imminent need for black feminist critics.

Without waiting to define

principles in detail, a handful of Black female scholars began the
"necessary enterprise of resurrecting forgotten Black women writers and
revising misinformed critical opinions of them" (McDowell 188).

These

critics were, in the words of Barbara Smith, an influential Black
feminist literary critic, calling for "a nonhostile and perceptive
analysis of works written by persons outside the 'mainstream' white/male
cultural rule" (Smith "Toward" 169).
The black woman writer meets a vital need through her accurate and
often personal rendering of the black woman's experience.

She projects

her vision from the point of view of female protagonists and teaches her
readers, both white and black, male and female, a great deal about how
to build a meaningful and productive life "in the midst of chaos, and
contingencies, armed with nothing more than her intellect and emotions"
(Tate xxiv).

But in order that the works of black women writers be

accurately interpreted and evaluated without racial or sexual bias,
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black feminist critics have needed to join the white male, white female,
and black male in interpreting, analyzing, and criticizing these works.
In literature and in the minds of critics, misconceptions have
falsely defined the black woman and placed her in stereotypical roles.
The often, and erroneously, perceived "black woman" is, variously and
contradictorily,
Sapphire.

Mammy.

Tragic mulatto wench.

Workhorse, can swing

an axe, lift a load, pick cotton with any man.
housekeeper.
religious.

Excellent with child- ren.
A terrific mother.

A wonderful

Very clean.

Very

A great little singer and

dancer and a devoted teacher and social worker.

She's always

had more opportunities than the black man because she was no
threat to the white man so he made it easy for her.
enough, she frequently ends up on welfare.

Curiously

Not beautiful,

rather hard-looking unless she has white blood, but then very
beautiful.
bed, tigers.

The black ones are very exotic though, great in
And very fertile.

If she is middle-class, she

tends to be uptight about sex, prudish.
of black men, domineering, castrating.

She is unsupportive
Very strong.

rolls right off her brow like so much rain.
unfeminine.

Sorrow

Tough,

Opposed to women's rights movements, considers

herself already liberated.

(Wallace 45)

Influenced by false definitions, inaccurate descriptions, and stereotyp¬
ing, many white male critics have been unable to see black people,
especially black women, as anything other than marginal people with
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unimportant or irrelevant ideas.

Toni Morrison notes the white critics'

tendency to see blacks as marginal:
They [critics] just see another story about black folks.

They

regard the whole thing as sociologically interesting perhaps
but very parochial.

There's a notion out in the land that

there are human beings one writes about, and then there are
black people or Indians or some other marginal groups.

If you

write about the world from that point of view, somehow it is
considered lesser.

It's racist, of course. (Tate 121)

Black women writers are often asked to prove their objectivity so as not
to appear racially or sexually biased.

They are considered true artists

only when they can pass the "universality" test--a test from which white
males are exempt.

Black women must prove that they are writers first--

writers who just happen to be black women.

Black women writers have

been have been said to lack universality and authenticity for writing
from a black woman's perspective.

As Gloria Wade-Gayles points out, "No

one doubts William Faulkner's picture of life in Yoknapatawpha is as
authentic as a fictive picture can be" (Wade-Gayles 217) because it is
written from the perspective of a white Southern male.

Critics have

needed to accept the black women writers' vision of reality because they
"corroborate, extend, and particularize the history of black women in
this country" (217).
Although it usually deals with the female experience, black women's
literature is indeed also universal.

It explores the universal theme of

the human quest for identity, freedom, and companionship--a theme that
should be understood and recognized by non-black, non-female readers.
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It is the human experience as seen through the eyes of black women, the
human experience in the particular of their lives, that makes their work
significant.

Claudia Tate responds to the charge that black women's

works are too anchored in blackness and femaleness to be universal.

She

writes:
Whether the subject of a book originates in personal
experience, in observation, empathy, or imaginative projection
is not nearly so important as the degree of truthfulness and
sincerity with which a book is rendered.

If a writer honestly

depicts what he or she really feels, sees, and believes,

.

.

then a work breathes with its own self-sustaining vitality.
It then possesses a truth that exceeds the limited experience
that is depicted and is, therefore, applicable to life in
general. The work .

.

. achieves universality, (xviii)

The particularity of the black female writer is not so different from
that of the writings by the white male, white female or the black male.
However, critics who have treated it as something exotic, strange, and
impossible to understand have failed in their duty.

Nikki Giovanni

comments:
Critics should do one thing and that is understand the work.
I can read and appreciate literature, as I was taught to do.
I can do this with Shakespeare, though I am not a great lover
of Shakespeare.

Therefore, it is incomprehensible to me that

Robert Bone, a white critic, can't read and appreciate Nikki
Giovanni, a black poet.
incomprehensible feat.

I have not created a totally unique,
I can understand Milton and T.S.

.
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Eliot, so the critic can understand me.

That's the critic's

job. (64)
Citations from a variety of critics indicate, however, that without
the corrective of a black feminist critical perspective, books by black
women will be misunderstood and destroyed in the process.
article "Male Critics/Black Women's Novels"

In her

Rita Dandridge, a black

feminist scholar, offers a fine and succinct commentary on the pre¬
judices, shortsightedness, and narrow-mindedness of many male critics
who review and evaluate the works of the black female writer.

According

to Dandridge, the apathetic white male critic gives only passing atten¬
tion to the black woman's novel.

Interested in black American novels

only on the superficial level, one apathetic white male interprets these
works as studies in race relations and groups them accordingly: he says
they are either about protest or about passing and accommodation.

When

this critic considers the work of a black woman novelist, he either
carelessly forces it into a prescribed category or quickly dismisses it
as trivial.

His "assessment of the black woman's novel is blatantly

curt, indifferent and superficial" (Dandridge 3).
Such a critic is Robert Bone. In The Negro Novel in America. Bone
includes Francis Harper's lola Lerov. the first novel published by a
black American woman.

Ignoring the feminist element and classifying it

as a post-war racial protest novel, he dismisses it as negligible:
lola Lerov lacks the urgency of the other protest novels of
the 1890's.

The explanation is not far to seek:

Mrs. Harper

was one of the foremost Abolitionist poets of the 1850's but
she was sixty-seven when lola Lerov was published.

She was
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separated from the other novelists of this period by a full
generation; her social consciousness, formed during the
Abolitionist struggle, did not encompass the post-Recon¬
struction repression.

(4)

As a consequence of having misclassified Harper's novel, Bone also
misjudges it.

For, Dandridge says,

Harper did not intend the novel to

be a protest of general racial injustices.

She never engages her

beautiful mulatto protagonist, lola Leroy, in insurrections or other
revolutionary plans of racial protest because she is writing a woman's
novel that presents the particular difficulties of the protagonist as a
black woman.

Bone's failure to note the strong sexist protest in the

novel, written during a time in American history when women were most
oppressed, signifies his apathy and superficiality.

Dandridge comments:

Like most scholars, he was forced to establish categories for
the sake of organized research.

Then, not wanting to exclude

the first black woman's novel from his study of black novels,
he forced it into a predetermined category.

.

.

. Bone is

grossly ineffective in dealing with the real issues in lola
Lerov.

And he proves to be as irresponsible in his assessment

of most other novels by black women.

(5)

While the white male critic has not been sympathetic to or under¬
standing of the black woman's novel, neither has the white feminist
critic.

Like their white male counterparts, the white feminist critics

have often misinterpreted and frequently ignored the literature of Black
female writers.

Seeing the experiences of white women, particularly

white middle-class women, as the standard, white female scholars have
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excluded the work of black women writers from literary anthologies and
critical studies.

Some white feminists have tried to justify this

exclusion on grounds of ignorance of the subject.
An example of this white chauvinism is Patricia Meyer Spack's The
Female Imagination.

As a defense of her book's exclusive focus on women

in the white-American literary tradition, Spacks quotes Phyllis Chesler
(a white female psychologist): "I have no theory to offer of Third World
female psychology in America...As a white woman, I'm reluctant and
unable to construct theories about experiences I haven't had" (qtd. in
McDowell 187).

Perhaps more practical for a psychologist who hasn't

done her case studies on women of color than for a literary critic who
has available to her the imaginative works of black artists, this is,
nevertheless, a weak defense for either psychologist or critic.

As

Alice Walker observes, "Spacks never lived in nineteenth-century York¬
shire, so why theorize about the Brontes?" (187).

To reiterate, the

black female is not so far removed from the white female in thoughts and
actions that she cannot be analyzed or critiqued by the white female.
Just as the black woman is perfectly qualified to discuss Emily
Dickinson, or anybody else for that matter, the white feminist critic
should be able to critique fairly the literature of black women writers.
The black female writer writes of universal themes as manifest in the
black experience; she does not write for an exclusively black female
readership.

The white critic should remember that to experience

vicariously is one of the functions of reading.
Many white feminists, however, assuming the black woman's reality
is less important than their own, have not taken the time to study and
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learn about black feminists and black writers. Others have used the
black woman's writings to substantiate an already existing conception,
not to clarify their understanding of the black woman and her
perceptions.

This tendency of white feminists to read and take from

black female writings only that which is useful to them is revealed and
questioned in Audre horde's "An Open Letter to Mary Daly" about Daly's
Gyn/Ecology.

Although horde is at first excited by the passage on myth

and mystification, on nature and the function of the Goddess, which
agrees with what horde herself has discovered in African myth, legend,
and religion, her excitement turns to disappointment and her joy to pain
when she realizes that Daly deals only with the ecology of WesternEuropean women.
When Daly does deal with non-European women, she treats them as
victims and predators on each other and ignores the black warrior
goddesses.

As a black woman, horde is used to having her archetypal

experience distorted and trivialized.

Even so she notes, "It is

terribly painful to feel it being done by a woman whose knowledge so
much matches my own.

As women-identified-women, we cannot afford to

repeat these same old destructive, wasteful errors of recognition" (95).
This virtual exclusion of the black woman's heritage from Gvn/Ecology
and the distortion of the little that remains denies the real
connections that exist among all women.

horde asserts: "To me this

feels like another instance of the knowledge, crone-logy and work of
women of color being ghettoized by a white woman dealing only out of a
patriarchal western-european frame of reference" (95-96).
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Exclusion is not the only sin of white feminists; they also use
themselves as the standard by which they judge black women.

In her

review of Toni Morrison's Sula for the New York Times Book Review. Sara
Blackburn writes:
Toni Morrison is far too talented to remain only a marvelous
recorder of the black side of provincial American life.

If

she is to maintain the large and serious audience she
deserves, she is going to have to address a riskier contem¬
porary reality than this beautiful but nevertheless distanced
novel.

And if she does this, it seems to me that she might

easily transcend that early and unintentionally limiting
classification "black woman writer" and take her place among
the most serious, important and talented American novelists
now working. (3)
Blackburn reveals her racist nature when she implies that black people,
especially black women, while marginally interesting, are not worthy to
be studied in any great detail by any author of talent.

Is Blackburn

saying that unless Morrison writes about white people, "a riskier
contemporary reality," she will never be taken seriously? (If so,
Blackburn has proved herself to be a poor prophet.)

In an interview

with Claudia Tate, for Black Women Writers At Work. Morrison has said,
perhaps in response to such criticism as Blackburn's,
When I view the world, perceive it and write about it, it's
the world of black people.
white people.

It's not that I won't write about

I just know that when I'm trying to develop the

various themes I write about, the people who best manifest
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those themes for me are the black people whom I invent.

It's

not deliberate or calculated or self-consciously
black,

.

.

. (118) .

Like other writers, Morrison could perhaps write effectively about
people of another race--witness the white man's sensitive portrayal of a
black family in Sounder--but like any other artist, Morrison should
write about what interests her the most.

And the critic should recog¬

nize the validity of the art of one who writes of universal themes even
though they are manifest in black characters and situations.
We have seen the black woman writer misrepresented, misunderstood,
and misinterpreted by white male and white feminist critics.

They,

however, are not the only ones to do so; the black male critic is also
guilty of the same sins.

Participant in the same tradition of male

supremacy as the white males, the black male critic of black women's
novels is often paternalistic.

"Concerned but seldom kind," he reviews

in a condescending and didactic manner.

"An overbearing protector .

.

.

blinded by fogeyism," the paternal critic, Dandridge says, "disapproves
unconventional content and tongue -lashes the woman novelist for writing
such material" (9).

Frank Lament Phillips's critique of Ann Allen

Shockley's Loving Her shows him to be guilty of paternalism.

Although

Phillips faults Shockley both for shabby craft and for the content of a
sustained lesbian affair between a black woman and a white woman, he
fails to pursue the matter of craft because his real concern is the
interracial relationship portrayed by a black woman writer.

Denying her

sincerity in motive and method, he adamantly berates Shockley as a
"naughty professional and writer who 'should know better' than to
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scribble such trash" (qtd. in Dandridge 10).

So convinced is Phillips

that only intraracial, heterosexual relationships are fit subjects for
women writers that he fails to complete the task of the critic which he
set for himself.

Paternally, he insists that "this bullshit should not

be encouraged" (qtd. in Dandridge 11).
Insecure in his dominant role, the chauvinistic black male critic
approaches certain black women's novels with clear vindictiveness.
Prejudiced in favor of writers of his own sex and holding the macho
position that the female is inferior as a person, this chauvinistic male
directs his malice not towards the work itself but toward the black
woman writer's life if she fails to be "delineated by male-established
models of femininity" (Tate xxv).

Thus, in his study, In Minor Chord.

Darwin Turner presents three black writers who searched in vain for
satisfaction in their creativity and in life: Jean Toomer, Countee
Cullen, and Zora Neale Hurston.

Although Hurston is by far the best

writer, and the earliest, according to Dandridge, Turner arranges the
chapters so that Hurston is the last in the triad to be discussed, a
"position for a 'put down' rather than one for honor" (Dandridge 6).
Only about Hurston does Turner use irrelevant hearsay to paint an ugly
and despicable picture.

In fact, out of loyalty to his own sex, Turner

remains silent about Cullen's rumored homosexuality and Toomer's alleged
partiality for white women.

But he writes instead of Hurston:

The Zora Neale Hurston who takes shape from her autobiography
and from the accounts of those who knew her is an imaginative,
somewhat shallow, quick-tempered woman, desperate for recog¬
nition and reassurance to as-suage her feelings of
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inferiority; a blind follower of that social code which
approves arrogance toward one's assumed peers and inferiors
but requires total psycho- logical commitment to a subservient
posture before one's superiors.

It is in reference to this

image that one must examine her novels, her folklore, and her
view of the Southern scene,

(qtd. in Dandridge 7)

By reading Hurston's novel through the dark glass of his assumptions,
Turner fails to see that Hurston's fair-skinned protagonist, whose
fairness he blames on Hurston's own prejudices, is really a spokeswoman
for female dignity and identity.
Threatened by the very presence of the black female writer and the
attention given to her, the black male may disparage the whole range of
her accomplishment in the last few years, particularly her depiction of
the black woman's particular problems.

Ishmael Reed, black poet and

writer, reflects this attitude in his comments regarding the low sales
of his newest novel:
Maybe if I was one of those young female Afro-American writers
that are so hot now, I'd sell more.

You know, fill my books

with ghetto women who can do no wrong .... (qtd. in Smith
"Toward" 173)
The black male who has thoroughly embraced the white male machismo
may, ironically, express indignation that a black woman writer dare
depict a black man who is mean, oppressive of women, or boorish for all
the world to see; Alice Walker was saddened that "in their need to
protect their egos from well-known-to-be-hostile white racists (who have
made it plain how they treat us has little to do with the 'positive' or
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'negative' image we present) many black men" closed their minds to
Mister and his growth in The Color Purple (Walker "In the Closet" 32).
The black macho critic may in his machismo prejudge the woman
writer with female stereotypes and in his blackness damn her for
wrestling, as she so often does, with interracial rape and the resulting
mixed breeding as does black poet and critic K.T.H. Cheatwood in his
attack on Alice Walker.

Cheatwood also employs the divide-and-conquer

strategy that he ostensibly deplores, and he calls names shamelessly:
As I receive Alice Walker's 11th book .

.

. and her fourth

volume of poetry, I face my usual decision:

Given my disdain

for what she and her work represent, in too large a part,
should I assess her work?

I know I can count on having to cut

through her whimpering, half-balanced neurosis and wonder how
on earth to avoid an exercise in negativity.

And, of course,

all this contemplation begins before I even open her latest
book.
After I open it, the worst slaps me almost before I
can take another breath.
for two who
slipped away
almost
entirely:
my "part" Cherokee
great - grandmother
Tallulah
(Grandmama Lula)
on my mother's side
about whom
only one
agreed-upon
thing
is know:
her hair was so long
she could sit on it;

Her poem dedication reads:
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and my white (Anglo-Irish?)
great-great-grandfather
on my father's side;
(Walker, perhaps?),
whose only remembered act
is that he raped
a child:
my great-great-grandmother,
who bore his son,
when she was eleven...
So again, here we go with the old Negro refrain of: "me ain't
really a nigger .

.

. no, no .

.

.me really an injin; and let

me point out the rapist in my bloodline to you."

The Negro is

the only species who goes around advertising he or she was
raped and has a rapist in his or her bloodline.

Yet none of

this can be taken lightly because Alice Walker is being pushed
by the [white] Liberal mainstream as the black writer in
season--while they seek to remove Toni Morrison--with her
incessant searching for truth and healing in black life--from
that pedestal.

But the truth is Mrs. Morrison won't go for

the bone of divide-and-conquer that the Liberals especially
like to see black gnawing at.

One can see their dribble-laden

glee when they can find a black man who through his actions or
words attacks a black woman and vice versa.

So, of course,

they love Ms. Walker, lover of queer bourgeois Liberal affec¬
tations and deep-down hater of black,

(qtd. in Walker "In the

Closet" 34)
Cheatwood is guilty of faulty scholarship.

In quoting Walker's

poem, he neglects to include the most important part:
The meaning of your lives is still unfolding."

"Rest in peace./

Walker does not boast in
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this poem; she merely explores her psyche for answers.

As these final

lines indicate, Walker is still searching for the meanings of her past
and is not celebrating her part-whiteness.
What prevents Cheatwood from seeing Walker's poem as a celebration
of "herstory" and as a search for understanding of her mixed heritage
from her Indian and her white rapist great-great-grandfathers is his
obvious sexism and lack of compassion for the historical suffering of
the black woman.

In his "professional" blackness, Cheatwood fails to

understand the cultural blackness that Walker embraces; nor does he
acknowledge Walker's understanding of the common humanity of the oppres¬
sor and the oppressed, of man and woman.
In the face of such lack of understanding, faulty interpretation,
and prejudiced negative evaluation, black women must insist upon a more
careful reading and interpretation of their works by everyone, black and
white, male and female.

And they have done so.

For more than a decade,

black women critics and scholars --who are often also imaginative writers
and /or social activists--have been providing exemplary corrections to
the misreading of black women's literature.

In her article, "Male

Critics/Black Women's Novels," Dandridge offers guidelines for the
critic who would be just:
First, one should examine each novel within the context of the
writer's purpose and methodology; second, one should exhibit
an understanding of the conditions under which her intentions
have been molded; third, one should consider the processes of
change which have taken place in the novels by black Americans
amidst the diversities of individual temperament and practice;
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fourth, one should emphasize the significant and varied fea¬
tures of each writer's craft; and finally, one should make
known the contribution that the black woman's novel has made
to Americana generally and Afro-American specifically. (11)
Dandridge's guidelines are essentially a restatement of the fundamental
questions of criticism--What is the author trying to do?
by what means has she succeeded?

How will and

Of what worth is the attempt?--

considered in historical and social context.

Only her last point is

programmatic.
While they have, in the manner of contemporary "scholars" of
criticism, been trying to formulate a "black feminist" aesthetic, black
feminist critics have provided men and white women the model for practi¬
cal textual and contextual readings of black women writers.

Especially

sensitive to the "conditions under which [the black women writer's]
intentions have been molded," black feminist critics have also
publicized the contribution that black women's writings have made and
are making to American literature and to the understanding of black
culture, black women's culture, and the human condition.

Chapter One
Black Feminist/ Lesbian/ Womanist Perspectives

Despite the need within the literary community for a black feminist
critical perspective that would provide valuable insights into black
women's writings, no substantial body of black feminist criticism
existed in the late seventies, Barbara Smith records, in part because of
"the lack of a developed body of black feminist political theory whose
assumptions could be used in the study of black women's art ("Toward"
170). Smith's own landmark essay, "Toward a Black Feminist Criticism,"
is a response to that need.

Written in 1977, it is the first major

statement on black feminist criticism.

Smith realizes that a "viable,

autonomous black feminist movement in this country would open up the
space needed for the exploration of black women's lives and the creation
of consciously black woman-identified art" (169).

In the intervening

decade, Smith and other black critics have developed that movement and
that art.

Smith's article and her black feminist anthology Home Girls

are of supreme importance because they have provided some ground rules
for black feminist criticism and exemplars of black feminist writings.
Smith's essay "Toward a Black Feminist Criticism" outlines some of
the principles that a black feminist critic should consider.

First, the

feminist critic "should begin with a primary commitment to exploring how
both sexual and racial politics are inextricable elements in black
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women's writings" (174).

Secondly, she should work "from the assumption

that black women writers constitute an identifiable literary tradition"
(174).

In doing this, the black feminist critic will realize that

while black women's literature is a "verifiable historical tradition
that parallels in time the tradition of black men and white women
writing in this country," in terms of style, theme, aesthetic, and
concept, it manifests "common approaches to the act of creating
literature as a direct result of the specific political, social, and
economic experience they have been obliged to share" (174).

In

analyzing the writings of black women, the black feminist critic will
write and think out of her own identity and not be misled by biased
methodology or ideas of white male literary critics. By interpreting and
reinterpreting black women's literature from a black woman's
perspective, the black feminist may perhaps overturn a previous
misassumption and offer a better analysis.

Smith notes that black

feminist criticism would by "definition be highly innovative ....
Logically developed,

[it] would owe its existence to a Black feminist

movement while at the same time contributing ideas that women in the
movement could use" (175).
Barbara Smith's pioneer work opened the door for more black
feminist critical theory.

In a 1980 essay, Deborah E. McDowell suggests

the direction for its further development.

She points out its

weaknesses and offers valid suggestions for turning these weaknesses
into strengths.

According to McDowell, one of the major weaknesses of

black feminist criticism is that it is "more practical than theoretical,
and the theories thus far have often lacked sophistication, and have
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been marred by slogans, rhetoric, and idealism" (188).

The black

feminist critic needs to "formulate some clear definitions of what black
feminist criticism is" (191).

In addition to defining the methodology,

black feminist critics should ascertain to what degree their criticism
diverges from that of white feminist critics.

"Are white women's

theories," McDowell asks, "predicated upon culturally specific values
and assumptions?" (191) .

To this question, Andrea Benton Rushing

answers in the affirmative.

In a series of articles on the portrayal of

the black woman in literature, she maintains "that critical categories
of women, based on analysis of white women characters, are Euro-American
in derivation and hence inappropriate to a consideration of black women
characters" (qtd. in McDowell 192) .

It is necessary that these

distinctions be recognized and acknowledged by both the white and the
black feminist critic.

Although black women's writings should

communicate themselves to the open-minded reader, a clear understanding
of black culture and black literature and the larger social context adds
more depth and dimension to the readings and the subsequent analysis.
Although she was a feminist, Zora Neale Hurston, for example, in her
1948 novel Seraph on the Sewannee. changed her protagonist from a woman
struggling for "a departure from the conventional expectations of
womanhood" to one who "apotheosizes marriage, motherhood, and domestic
servitude" (McDowell 192).

Hurston transformed her female character

because she, too, was subject to the heterosexist assumptions and female
oppression of her time.
Even though the contextual approach is valid, useful, and
necessary, the black feminist critic cannot deny the equal validity,
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usefulness, and necessity of thorough textual analysis.

Neither should

she out of reverse chauvinism reject all methodologies that she
considers male and western (such as the Marxist, the Structuralist, and
the Psychoanalytic), but she should adopt those approaches she finds
useful and adapt them to her purposes.
McDowell identifies the isolation of "thematic and imagistic
commonalities" as one of the (black) feminist critic's most compelling
tasks, and offers several example themes and images herself:

the

thwarted female imagination, putting things in order, clothing as
iconography, the inward journey (194-195).

The main task of the black

feminist critic is that which Elaine Showalter calls gynocritics: this
criticism is "concerned with [black] woman as writer" (128).

Another

task, however, is that which Showalter calls the feminist critique: "the
[black] woman as reader .

.

. changes our apprehension of given texts,

awakening us to the significance of its sexual codes" (128), especially
when she considers the portrayal of the black woman in the literary
works of black male writers.

As reader, the black feminist critic must

examine not only the separate black male myth but also the "countless
thematic, stylistic, and imagistic parallels between black male and
female writers .

.

. in an effort to determine the ways in which these

commonalities are manifested differently in black women's writing and
the ways in which they coincide with writings by black men" (McDowell
196) .
In the late seventies, the black feminist movement had to do more
than define methodology.

It had somehow to come to terms with and

accept the black lesbian feminists.

Because Barbara Smith is a lesbian
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and wrote "Toward a Black Feminist Criticism" and edited Home Girls from
a lesbian feminist perspective, the journey to lesbian acceptance is as
old as the black feminist movement.

Indeed, by 1988, in the published

works by black women writers, I have found lesbianism and female bonding
to be a major motif.

Nevertheless, the black community has

traditionally been scornful of lesbianism, even labeling it a white
woman's disease (Shockley 85).

And some feminist critics have been

reluctant to accept lesbianism as a viable theme and approach.

Bonnie

Zimmerman defines this reluctance as "heterosexism-- the set of values
and structures that assume heterosexuality to be the only natural form
of sexual and emotional expression,

'the perceptual screen provided by

our [patriarchal] conditioning'" (201).

Heterosexist presumptions exist

in abundance in literary texts, even in feminist anthologies.
Heterosexism is displayed when publishers reprint only the heterosexual
or non-sexual works of prominent lesbian writers like Andrienne Rich and
when lesbian authors such as Harlem Renaissance figure Angela Weld
Grimke must suppress or disguise the lesbian motif in their published
works.

Even feminist journals have displayed heterosexism by failing to

include the works of lesbians.

For example, Elaine Showalter in her

review of literary criticism for Siens (1975) did not mention
lesbianism.

The next year Annette Kolodny, in a second review article

for Signs. acknowledged lesbianism and criticized the heterosexism of
academia though she failed either to offer an explication of lesbianism
as a literary theme or to provide readers with sources of lesbian
criticism (Zimmerman 201-202).

By 1985, however, Showalter was
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including Zimmerman's article, "What Has Never Been:

An Overview of

Lesbian Feminist Criticism," in The New Feminist Criticism.
Once it has been acknowledged as a viable literary alternative, the
first task of lesbian criticism has been to

provide lesbians with a

tradition, a difficult task in the face of suppression, obscurity,
destruction, and distortion of lesbian works in the past.

Such critics

as Blanche Cook have aimed to identify lesbian writers and works, "to
analyze the literature and attitudes out of which the present lesbian
feminist works have emerged, and to examine the continued denials and
invalidation of the lesbian experience" (Cook 720).
Like the white lesbian, the black lesbian has also been suppressed
in literature so that, as Ann Allen Shockley wrote in 1979, the void
suggested that the "black lesbian was a nonentity in imagination as well
as reality" (83).

To find the black lesbian tradition, Barbara Smith

wrote in 1977, "black women are still in the position of having to
imagine, discover and verify black lesbian literature because so little
has been written from an avowedly lesbian perspective" ("Toward" 181).
In the last decade, however, black lesbians have come out of the closets
and into print.

Their doing so has raised many issues important both to

the lesbians themselves and to the study of literature, among them
these:
Does a woman's sexual and affectional preference influence the
way she writes, reads, and thinks?
the classroom and in scholarship?

Does lesbianism belong in
Is there a lesbian

aesthetic distinct from a feminist aesthetic?
the role of the lesbian critic?

What should be

Can lesbian feminists develop
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insights into female creativity that might enrich all literary
criticism?

(Zimmerman 200)

Although the answers to these questions may be disputed, there are
some truths most feminists and lesbians would agree upon:

"That woman's

identity is not defined only by her relation to a male world and male
literary tradition, that powerful bonds between women are a crucial
factor in women's lives, and that the sexual and emotional orientation
of a woman profoundly affects her consciousness and thus her creativity"
(201).
Some of the issues raised by black feminism/lesbianism Barbara
Smith identifies as myths to be dispelled:
(1) The myth that "the black woman is already liberated .

.

.

confuses liberation with the fact that black women have had to
take on responsibilities that our oppression gives us no
choice but to handle." (Home Girls xxvi)
(2) The myth that "racism is the primary (or only) oppression
black women have to confront .
account .

.

.

. does not take into

. sexual and [heterosexist] oppression." (xxviii)

(3) The myth that "feminism is nothing but man-hating" fails
"to make a distinction between attacking institutionalized
systematic oppression .

.

. and attacking men as individuals."

(xxviii)
(4) The myth that "women's issues are narrow, apolitical
concerns [and that] people of color need to deal with the
'larger struggle'.

.

particularly serious

. characterizes women's oppression as not
" (xxix)
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(5)

The myth that "feminists are nothing but lesbians .

.

.

reduces lesbians to a category of beings deserving of only the
most violent attack, a category totally alien from decent
black folks." (xxix)
As a prologue to resolving some of these issues, the lesbian critic
has needed to define lesbian and identify lesbian literary practice.
Although Barbara Smith asserts that black feminist and black lesbian are
not synonymous--"Feminism is a political movement and many Lesbians are
not feminists ....

Many black feminists are not Lesbians" (xxx)--the

distinctions in black women's literature are blurred. Smith herself
quotes from the Radicalesbians' essay "Woman Identified Woman" this
implicit definition for lesbianism:
The rage of all women condensed to the point of explosion.
She [the lesbian] is the woman, who often beginning at an
extremely early age, acts in accordance with her inner
compulsion to be a more complete and freer human being than
her society .

.

. cares to allow her.

These needs and

actions, over a period of years, bring her into painful
conflict with people, situations, the accepted ways of
thinking, feeling and behaving, until she is in a state of
continual war with everything around her, and usually with
herself.

She may not be fully conscious of the political

implications of what for her began as personal necessity, but
on some level she has not been able to accept the limitations
and oppression laid on her by the most basic role of her
society--the female role.

(Radicalesbians 240-241)
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That a lesbian is one who rebels against the traditional female role
makes lesbian synonymous with feminist. especially since the description
hardly implies a physical practice; for feminism is also a move toward a
freedom from the female role that restrains and oppresses womanhood--a
role forced upon the woman by a male-dominated society.

Lesbian by this

definition surely would include every woman, whether homosexual or
heterosexual, who desires to "be a more complete and freer human being
than her [male-dominated and male-orientated] society cares to allow
her. "
Bertha Harris offers a definition of lesbianism as a literary
critical term--a definition that, like the Radicalesbians', is also
broad enough to subsume a number of heterosexual black feminists and
indeed many males into the canon of lesbian writers--on the basis of
style and organization: "If in a woman writer's work a sentence refuses
to do what it is supposed to do, if there are strong images of women and
if there is a refusal to be linear, the result is innately lesbian
literature" (qtd. in "Toward" Smith 175).
definition of innate lesbian form.
strength limited to lesbians,

Zimmerman criticizes this

She asks, "Why is circularity or

... It is certainly not evident that

women, let alone lesbians, are 'innately' anything" (206).

McDowell too

criticizes Smith's use of Harris's stylistic definition: "[She] has
simultaneously oversimplified and obscured the issue of lesbianism"
(190).

But Smith asserts that "the very meaning of lesbianism is being

expanded in literature just as it is being redefined through politics"
(Smith "Toward" 181).

McDowell, nevertheless, calls for firmer

definitions of lesbianism and lesbian literature.
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Catherine R. Stimpson gives a firmer definition.

She insists:

Desire must be there and at least somewhat embodied .

.

. That

carnality distinguishes it from gestures of political sympathy
for homosexuals and from affectionate friendships in which
women enjoy each other, support each other, and commingle
their sense of identity and well-being.
The extreme lesbian definition is separatist:
clusively female communitas" (204).

(368)

it advocates "an ex¬

Less truly separatist but rather a

recognition of self is the statement for the lesbian journal Sinister
Wisdom: "And in a sense, every time a woman draws a circle around her
psyche, saying 'this is a room of mv own.

.

.

. she's inhabiting lesbian

consciousness" (Zimmerman 214).
In another explication of the female psyche, Adrienne Rich says,
It is the lesbian in every woman who is compelled by female
energy, who gravitates toward strong women, who seeks a
literature that will express that energy and strength.

It is

the lesbian in us who drives us to feel imaginatively, render
in language, grasp, the full connection between woman and
woman.

It is the lesbian in us who is creative, for the

dutiful daughter of the fathers in us is only a hack." (On
Lies 200-201)
In her history of love between women, Lillian Faderman makes a
precise but median definition:
"Lesbian" describes a relationship in which two women's
strongest emotions and affections are directed toward each
other.

Sexual contact may be part of the relationship to a
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greater or lesser degree, or it may be entirely absent.

By

preference the two women spend most of their time together and
share most aspects of their lives with each other. (17-18)
But Adrienne Rich's far broader definition, although it poses some
problems, is perhaps the most useful in a consideration of novels by
black women.

She uses the terms lesbian existence and lesbian continuum

to sound less clinical than the term lesbianism.
I mean the term lesbian continuum to include a range--through each
woman's life and throughout history--of woman-identified experience; not
simply the fact that a woman has had or consciously desired genital
sexual experience with another woman.

If we expand it to embrace many

more forms of primary intensity between and among women, including the
sharing of a rich inner life, the bonding against male tyranny, the
giving and receiving of practical and political support ... we begin
to grasp breadths of female history and psychology which have lain out
of reach as a consequence of limited, mostly clinical, definitions of
"lesbianism."

Lesbian existence comprises both the breaking of a taboo

and the rejection of a compulsory way of life,
saying to patriarchy, an act of resistance.

... a form of nay-

(Rich "Compulsory Hetero-

sexuality" 648-649)
Though black lesbianism may be an act of resistance, it is not
isolationist.

Black lesbianism simply says with Adrienne Rich that "one

group cannot name itself 'humanity'

.

.

.

:

'we're not trying to become

part of the old order misnamed "universal" which has tabooed us; we're
transforming the meaning of universality"'" (qtd. in Zimmerman 219).
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That new universality of black lesbians/feminists Alice Walker includes
in the definition of her black woman's culture - inspired term womanist:
Womanist 1. From womanish (opp. of "girlish," i.e., frivolous,
irresponsible, not serious.)
color.

A black feminist or feminist of

From the black folk expression of mothers to female

children, "You acting womanish," i.e., like a woman.

Usually

referring to outrageous, audacious, courageous or willful be¬
havior.

Wanting to know more and in greater depth than is

considered "good" for one.
Acting grown up.

Interested in grown-up doings.

Being grown up.

Interchangeable with

another black folk expression: "You trying to be grown."
Responsible.
2. Also:

In charge.

Serious.

A woman who loves other women, sexually and/or

nonsexually.

Appreciates and prefers women's culture, women's

emotional flexibility (values tears as natural counterbalance
of laughter), and women's strength.

Sometimes loves

individual men, sexually and/or nonsexually.

Committed to

survival and wholeness of entire people, male and female.
a separatist, except periodically, for health.

Not

Traditionally

universalist, as in: "Mama, why are we brown, pink, and
yellow, and our cousins are white, beige, and black?"

Ans.:

"Well, you know the colored race is just like a flower garden,
with every flower represented."

Traditionally capable, as in:

"Mama, I'm walking to Canada and I'm taking you and a bunch of
other slaves with me."
time."

Reply:

"It wouldn't be the first
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3.

Loves music.

Spirit.

Loves dance.

Loves the moon.

Loves love and food and roundness.

Loves folk.

Loves herself.

Loves the

Loves struggle.

Regardless. (Search xi-xii)

Having called for a narrow definition of lesbian. McDowell then
suggests that lesbian criticism might be a "reductive approach to the
study of black women's literature which possibly ignores other equally
important aspects of the literature" (190).

I take it, however, to be

one that, if used along with others, may enrich the interpretation of
black women's literature.

Alice Walker's term womanist may be used as a

synonym for black lesbian in the inclusive sense of Andrienne Rich's
lesbian continuum and experience (204).
I, who felt the womanist philosophy in black women's novels before
I had read Walker's definitions, will take the womanist approach and
apply it as both womanist critique and black gynocritics to some novels
by black women.

It will not be practical, however, to use the term

womanist exclusively.

Nor will I be able to use lesbian broadly at all

times, although I sympathize with Alice Walker's statement:
Perhaps black women writers and nonwriters should say, simply,
whenever black lesbians are being put down, held up, messed
over, and generally told their lives should not be encouraged,
we are all lesbians.

For surely it is better to be thought a

lesbian, and to say and write your life exactly as you
experience it, than to be a token 'pet' black woman for those
whose contempt for our autonomous existence makes them a
menace to human life.

("Breaking Chains" 289)
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Though the fiction of black women abounds in diverse close relationships
among women--and I shall be examining several varieties--! shall try to
use lesbian to refer to relationships in which women give evidence of
physical and erotically emotional desire and practice, though sexual
contact may be minimal.

I shall recognize other female bonding of women

who are or are becoming woman-identified, who are finding their "centers
inside [them]selves" (Zimmerman 294), and who find emotional but not
erotic fulfillment in their relationships with other women.
Any work of female bonding can benefit from examination from a
"lesbian" or "womanist" perspective if the disputed principles are not
applied in a doctrinaire manner to force a text.

Rather the

"principles" should be considered as questions.
Are there intense friendships and closeness between women?
Are there physical relationships between women?
Are there nurturing women?
Is there a community feeling among the women?
Are the women conditioned by gender roles and stereotypes?
Do they rebel against gender roles and stereotypes and malemade conventions?
Do they suffer externally and internally from the rebellion?
Do they suffer from oppressive men?
Do they suffer heterosexist oppression?
What is the relationship with the foremothers?
How does the relationship with the foremothers affect sexual
orientation and bonding?
Are there strong women characters?

Are there creative women characters?
Is there a folkloric woman?
Is the woman close to nature?
Does the work affirm the value of "femaleness, women's bodies,
women's sexuality-- in women's language?" (Carruthers 301)
Is the novel concerned with rape?
Is the novel concerned with interracial sex relations?
Is the quest an inward one for self?
Is it non-linear and circular in structure?
Is there word play and unconventionality of grammar?
Are there strong feminine images?
Is there interpretable coding?
Does the work break "boundaries between art and the world,
between events and our perception of them, and between past,
present, and the dream world" (Zimmerman 213)?
Does it finally reach for a universal embrace?
Mindful that feminist critics have, like African playwright Wole
Soyinka, warned that methodolatry or the "putting in strict categories
what are essentially fluid operations of creative mind upon social and
natural phenomena .

.

. may end by asphyxiating the creative process"

(qtd. in McDowell 196), I will not apply even these questions rigidly.
I will not be so much concerned with setting up a lesbian canon as I
will be with finding what insights a womanist reading can render in
individual works.
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An ideal subject for illustrative womanist analysis, Luisah Teish's
short story "Ole Black Emelda" is a celebration of female bonding, of
women coming together to help ease the pains and sufferings caused by
racism, male oppression, and hard times.

Although only three pages in

length and linear in structure, it effectively embodies many womanist
elements, and has subtle lesbian implications.

In the broadest sense of

the word lesbian. Emelda and Desiree could be called lesbian, especially
when one considers Andrienne Rich's claim that "lesbians have a unique
relationship with nature," (qtd. in Zimmerman 206) and that "all female
energy is lesbian" (Rich On Lies 201).

Many lesbian theorists also

define lesbianism by equating it with "strength, independence, and
resistance to patriarchy" (206).

Emelda's suggested magic, her bigness,

and strength illustrate these womanist characteristics.
"So black that in the light of day neighbor-women .

.

. could see

the blue highlights of her skin" (Teish 84), Emelda, when she suddenly
appears in Cut-Off Louisiana, is regarded as strange and evil "cause she
sweat on her nose" (84). Even though heavily pregnant, and accompanied
by several "multicolored" children, she has no visible men.

But she is

"steadily goin down the road a piece to visit with that [comely] yella
gal, Desiree Roussell" (84), who has drawn a circle around her psyche-and her house--with a "crude wooden fence" (84).

Desiree, whose name is

suggestive, is close to nature; she can frequently be found standing in
the woods talking to a tree.

She is consequently labeled a "Hoodoo

Woman" by some, while others attribute her propensity for communing with
"sky and trees" to her Indian blood.
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Although Teish makes no mention of a physical relationship between
Emelda and Desiree, the lesbian symbolism is there.

Moreover, Teish

recounts that the men forbid their wives to enter Desiree's fence.

In

the black community of Cut-Off where the men are oppressed, they, in
turn, oppress the women.

When Jed Mason decides to beat his wife Cora

Sue because of his idle suspicion that she is unfaithful, Cora Sue jumps
across Desiree's fence for protection.

In spite of Jed's protest that

she is interfering in "a family matter," Desiree intervenes and stands
him off with a shotgun:

"You git on way from here, Mr. Mason."

.

.

.

"I say there ain't gon be no beatin here, Mr. Mason." (85), and Emelda
picks up Cora Sue and takes her inside.

Shortly thereafter, Cora Sue

begins having coffee with Emelda and Desiree, and Jed loses his penchant
for beating his wife.
Just as the women bond together to combat male oppression, they
also unite during a crisis.

When Desiree's three-room shack catches

fire in her absence, the entire female community responds.

Petrified at

first, the women stand watching the blaze until Emelda, coming home from
work, heavy with child and the stench of shrimp, wakes them to the
urgency of the situation by shouting, "Don't just stand there, you dumb
heifers!" (85).

Going twice into the fire, Emelda saves Desiree's

children, some food, and some clothes, but her skirt tail catches fire.
A neighbor woman embraces her to put out her fire.
at one burning wall of the house.

Cora Sue hacks away

Their valiant efforts spur the others

to action:
Suddenly young women was running for their hoses, old women
come with shovels and buckets,

[providing the life-giving,
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life-saving water that the white male fire department refused]
and neighbor-girls tended the crying children.

Emelda looked

round her, wiped the sweat from her nose, and fainted in
Lottie Price's arms.
When Desiree comes home, she finds a "one-room boarded-up shanty,
stocked with food.

.

.

.

Her children were tucked asleep .... Miz Bishop's

oldest girl, Marylou was there with them and she told Miz Rousell to go
on up to the house and have coffee with her mama and the other women
tendin to ole black Emelda" (86).
It is significant that no men participate in saving Desiree's
house.

Even though forbidden by their husbands to fraternize with

Emelda, the need for one another brings the women together.

And the

female community action saves the house and the children and has created
a more human relationship between Jed and Cora Sue.

The story in itself

is a miniature model of womanist fiction in images and elements commonly
found in black women's literature; Teish creates a testimony to the
beauty of female bonding, of women reaching out to one another in
friendship and in need.

Chapter Two
The Woman's Plight in the Black Woman's Novel:

Gayl Jones

Gayl Jones explores black women who have not come to terms with the
womanist position.

Through her bitter and poignant novels, Cor-

regidora.and Eva's Man. Jones portrays black women's quest for self--a
self that has been too long submerged and lost in enforced gender roles
and stereotypical heterosexist assumptions.

Jones shows how "myths or

the ways in which men perceive women actually define their character"
(Tate 97).

Because of their often brutal and self-destructive relation¬

ships with men, these protagonists of the two novels are ripe for a
lesbian experience, but because they are so steeped in heterosexist
assumptions, they fight the lesbian embrace and even a non-sexual
lesbian friendship. Living in a male-dominated, male-oriented society
that regards women at best as mere vessels for male pleasure, at worst
as whores and bitches, these women have been conditioned to accept this
degrading view of themselves. These women are victims of sexist and
heterosexist assumptions that force the lowest of stereotypical gender
roles and upon them. They are women who need love, but don't know who to
turn to.
Eva's Man. Corregidora. and the short story "The Women" represent
Jones's working and reworking the problems of women held in ethical and
psychological thrall to heterosexism.
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As she explores the issues of the
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proper relationship of men to women, women to men, and women to women,
the duality of pleasure and pain, love and hatred, and the quest for
self, Jones reveals the extremely detrimental effect that enforced
gender roles and sexual abuse have on society and people in general.
Jones has been accused of giving only token treatment to the lesbian
character because she is "afraid to touch lesbianism with a heavy pen"
(Shockley 89).

In fact, in the novels, she sketches lesbianism with an

artful delicacy that is a marked contrast to the dark strokes with which
she delineates the heterosexual relationships, and "The Women," is a
strong portrayal of the effect of her mother's promiscuous lesbianism on
a growing daughter.
Jones's works can be effectively read from a womanist perspective.
Many of the womanist principles are applicable to Jones's novels. There
are nurturing women, and in some stories, intense friendships between
the women.

The women are conditioned by gender roles and stereotypes

and eventually rebel against them.

They suffer not only from oppressive

men but also from heterosexist oppression.

Quite frequently, the

relationship with the foremothers affects the women's sexual orientation
and bonding.

There are strong women characters.

Despite what critics

charge, Jones does provide an in-depth exploration of the lesbian theme.
She raises valuable questions concerning the lesbian's existence and the
perception of her by other people.

Even though Jones does explore the

lesbian theme, her works are not an affirmation of lesbianism, nor are
they condemnations. In an interview with Claudia Tate, Jones says:
"Lesbianism exists, and that's the only way I include it in my work.
I'll have characters respond to it positively or negatively, or
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sometimes the characters may simply acknowledge it as a reality" (Tate
98) .

The concept of lesbianism is treated differently in each of

Jones's works.

In Corregidora. Ursa, the female protagonist, rejects

the lesbian embrace.

However, the lesbian Elvira in Eva's Man is

victorious in her seduction of the protagonist Eva Canada.

In Jones's

short story "The Women," it is unclear whether the protagonist will
ultimately reject or embrace lesbianism.
"The Women" is Jones's short-story account of a practicing lesbian
and her observant daughter, neither of whom has become reconciled to
lesbianism--in part, surely, because of the influence of heterosexist
stereotypes and in part, perhaps, because the mother has never found in
her experiences true female bonding.

Told from the viewpoint of the

daughter, "The Women" is an account of the child Winnie's sexual
development and learning from age three to fourteen against a background
of her divorced mother's series of lesbian encounters, each of which
ends in bitterness.
marriage.

Winnie recounts only two memories of her parents'

The first--of "climb[ing] in the bed and sleep[ing] between

the two of them" in the early morning" (25)--seems idyllic when compared
to the lesbian bedroom, which is closed to Winnie.

The second compares

the departure of her mother's first post-divorce lover to her father's
leaving:

"It was just like when my mama and daddy have the fight, and

then my daddy didn't come back" (26).

Perhaps from her husband,

certainly from the heterosexist society, Gertrude Flynn gets her image
of herself and her kind; she labels each ex-lover a "bitch's whore" (26,
31).
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At three, Winnie learns of her mother's lesbianism and at five she
learns the specifics from her ten-year old cousin Freddie.

The first

lover Mrs. Flynn takes after her divorce is the mustachioed Miss Maybell
Logan, a "woman who wants to be a man" (26).

Freddie

shows and tells

Winnie what is and "ain't goin' happen in there [in Gertrude and
Maybell's bed]" because Miss Logan and Gertrude "ain't got no cock to
crow" (27) .

He tells Winnie what her mother and Miss Logan do in the

closed bedroom: "They feeling pussy

They feeling titties" (29).

And he predicts to Winnie, "When you grow up, you gonna be jus' like
your mama" (27).
As he initiates Winnie sexually, he demonstrates the callousness
and "pervasiveness of sexual abuse that is even part of the
consciousness of the very young" (Wade-Gayles 178):
He raise my dress up and take my panties down and then he was
doing something to me but I didn't know what ... I wont to
get away .

.

. and then he did it.

And then he put his hands

down there and wipe it on my dress, but I just sit there.

He

say, "Cover up your ass 'fore you get a cold pussy." (Jones)
Freddie's ideas about women and sex are from the street and from the
male double-standard side of it.

At ten he has already been conditioned

to oppress and degrade and condescend to women.

When Winnie arrives in

first grade, Freddie has spread the word on the playground that she is
"fast" (35).
Being raised in a home where the father is absent, where the mother
regards her women as bitches, whores, hussies, and pussies, and where
the lovers establish no bond with the child, Winnie herself begins to
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see women as "whores" for her mother.

When she begins school, the

"difficult child" tells her female teacher that her mother sleeps with
Miss Fletcher, a shy old maid high school teacher, and offers or
threatens: "My mama sleep with you too" (33).

But already at the age of

six, having been "raked" by Freddie, she knows that any forced sexual
encounter is a violation.

As she says in a playground conversation,

"Anybody do it to you bad" (36).
Having had an unpleasant sexual encounter with the male in nearinfancy, the prepubescent Winnie and her girlfriend Retta, on an over¬
night visit, experiment with sex.

And they discover that it feels good:

"What you doin'?"
"Trying to feel pussy.

Let me feel it."

"Feel good, don't it?"
"Yeah." (40)
With some inherent understanding of children's developmental stages,
they justify their experiment because "they are little girls," knowing
that "when you get titties, you ain't supposed to let a girl do it," for
that would "mean you queer," and they "ain't goin' be queer" (41).
These two young girls have also been conditioned by society to judge
lesbianism as "queer" and intolerable.
Retta's mother directly voices the heterosexist disapproval to
Gertrude Flynn when she leaves Retta for the overnight stay.

(That both

Retta's mother and Freddie's attend a Baptist Convention is surely
Jones's comment on the heterosexism of patriarchal religion.)
Describing her dissatisfaction with her work at a narcotics farm where
men and women are segregated, she says, "It's this other stuff got me
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lookin' for someplace to go.

You know, women hugging on each other.

Guess when you're in a sit'ation where you ain't got nothing else .
. But it just ain't right.

I don't think it's right" (39).

.

.

Ironically,

Gertrude Flynn is working in a largely female tobacco line, from which
she takes a string of lovers.
has nothing else.
to be wrong.

Perhaps she is in a situation where she

One has to wonder whether she thinks her lesbianism

That she considers herself a "bitch" and her women as

"whores" indicates the absence of genuine affection between her and her
lovers.

Their relationships are all momentary physical passion, perhaps

prevented from being anything more or deeper because of the influence of
"community standards" on their own self-image.

Her inability to bond

Gertrude subconsciously passes on to Winnie.
When Retta moves away, Winnie makes no effort to make new friends
even though a several girls try to be friendly.

When, at the onset of

her menses, she sees her mother kissing at the backdoor a "big woman"
who had hidden her car from public view at the back of the house, Winnie
renews her vows, in spite of Freddie's prediction, not to be "a bitch's
whore."
In high school, Winnie shows no interest in boys, not even Garland
Morton, who is persistent in his determination that they "be keepin'
company" (45).

Winnie doesn't want him around but she doesn't know why.

His shrewd assessment of Winnie, "You cold, ain't you?" (44), is on the
head.

Perhaps it is the coldness of one who is trying to possess

herself, who remembers from her pre-school encounter that "anybody
do[ing] it to you be bad."

When Garland surprises Winnie in her home at

a time when her mother is out to visit a lover, he reveals the sexual
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situation in his own home:

his father disparages his mother's artistic

expression; he himself refuses to do any "female" chores, but gets
around his mother with cunning.

He gets around Winnie too. When Garland

places his hand on her knees, she lets it remain, "thinking [her] Mama
gone to visit Miss Alice" (51); when his hand touches her "crotch," she
responds physically:
My legs felt warm all inside.

Then he put his hand on my

crotch feeling for me, and then he was kissing me and feeling
me through my panties.

And then he said, "Let's get out of

the front room." (52)
By having sex with Garland, Winnie hopes to strangle any possibility of
being like her mother.

In a symbolic gesture, she takes Garland into

her mother's bedroom.
Ann Allen Shockley, a militant black lesbian, says that Jones
"should have said more" (89) with "The Women."

Schockley would no doubt

have had Gertrude find fulfillment with less "nebulous characters" (89)
and Winnie develop her own sexual orientation without difficulty.
Instead, in a non-linear manner, Jones has shown the significance of the
relationship between parent and child and the influence of sexist and
heterosexist attitudes in the developmental process.

Jones leaves us to

ponder whether Winnie will ever accept the lesbian embrace or whether
she will establish her heterosexuality, and whether in either case she
will develop a sense of self-worth and social relationships of
mutuality.

Or will she become a bitch's whore or a stud's fast woman?

Jones's first novel Corregidora is about a black woman's twenty-two
year quest for her own identity and fulfillment in a world where she is
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stereotyped by her black husbands and subsumed into the personhood of
her great-grandmother and grandmother.

Ostensibly chronological but in

fact extremely complex in structure, the first-person account is
sometimes an oral story, sometimes a confession, sometimes a meditation;
free association and memory intrude upon conversation; action moves in a
circle and within the circle, back in forth in time; ancestral incidents
are superimposed upon the contemporary; and the conclusion is
reconciliation.

Not merely a novel by a black woman, Corregidora is

without question a black feminist novel.

Its subjects include the

horrors of slavery, interracial rape and sexual oppression, familial
female bonding gone awry, and the relationship between love and hatred,
pleasure and pain.

The protagonist, Ursa Corregidora, is heterosexual

and even heterosexist, but a wise lesbian appears in action or thought
at every crucial juncture of Ursa's quest.
The framework quest story begins when Ursa Corregidora, a blues
singer, "the daughter of the daughter of the daughter of Ursa of cur¬
rents, steel wool and electric wire for hair" (67), has married Mutt,
who does not understand the necessity of her pursuing her art but wants
to make her into a traditional wife.

The first crisis of her adult life

comes when Mutt, jealous of her singing and of the attention she gets
from other men, pushes her down a flight of stairs; the injury causes
her to lose her unborn child and her womb.

Sterility is even more

devastating to Ursa than to most women because of the history of her
foremothers.
women.

Ursa comes from a long line of women abusers and abused

Her Great Gram was both slave and concubine of Corregidora, a

Portuguese seacaptain turned Brazilian plantation owner and whoremonger.
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She bears him a child who in turn becomes his mistress; this daughter
too bears him a child, Ursa's mother.

When at emancipation the slave

owners burn the "papers" to deny the existence of slavery and the
existence of the Corregidora women, these women maintain their history
by instilling it into their female descendants, insisting that they
instill it into the continuing line of daughters.
five, Ursa was taught:

"They didn't want to leave evidence of what they

done .... And I'm leaving evidence.
too.

From the time she was

And you got to leave evidence

And your children got to leave evidence" (14).

In fact, the

foremothers' determination that the brutality and moral repugnance of
their history be kept alive for ultimate judgement enslaves Ursa and her
mother.

The younger Corregidora women have been taught to reverse the

machismo doctrine, to use men as breeders of female children, and to
make their sole function in life the continuation of the memories of the
foremothers:
My great-grandmama told my grandmama the part she lived
through that my grandmama didn't live through and my grandmama
told my mama what they both lived through and my mama told me
what they lived through and we were suppose to pass it down
like that from generation to generation so we'd never forget.
(9)
After Mutt deprives her of her function for the foremothers, denies her
worth as an artist, and violates her womanhood, Ursa must redefine
herself and come to terms with her guilt and her lost sense of selfworth .
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Having undergone her most traumatic ordeal at the hands of her man,
Ursa is offered womanist understanding and communication by Cat Lawson.
An older lesbian, Cat offers the traditional symbol of maternal nurtur¬
ing, chicken soup, and womanist friendship, but never the lesbian
embrace.

When Cat's adolescent ward Jeffy, makes a move on her, Ursa is

revolted:
There was a smell of vomit in the room, like when you suck
your thumb.

Naw, bitch, you get the hell out of here. (Jones

39)
The nauseous smell signifies not only the heterosexist judgement on
lesbianism; to Ursa, it may be a response to brutality and enslavement,
for one of her foremothers' memories was that Senora Corregidora, the
paterfamilias's cruel, effete Portuguese wife, had also forced sex upon
Great Gram and Gram.

When she learns from an overheard conversation

that Cat has had lesbian inclinations, Ursa rejects Cat's nursing, her
friendship, and her advice, and marries her employer Tadpole, not, as
Cat knows, because she loves him, but out of fear, because she needs to
know that she is still attractive to men.

She admits years later that

she has rejected Cat because "of my own fears, the things I'd thought
about in the hospital, my own worries about what being with a man would
be like again, and whether I really had the nerve to try" (48).
Ursa is so caught up in the heterosexist assumptions about lesbians
that she is afraid to befriend a lesbian who has never asked anything
but friendship. In one of the most poignant scenes in the novel, Jones
depicts a fine example of a woman reaching out to another woman for
understanding, acceptance, and affirmation.

After witnessing Ursa's
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marriage to Tadpole, Cat tries to explain the origin of her need for
lesbian love:
Then she said finally, "You don't know what it's like to feel
foolish all day in a white woman's kitchen and then have to
come home and feel foolish in the bed at night with your man.
I wouldn't mind the other so much if I didn't have to feel
like a fool in the bed with my man."
She was looking at me, expecting something.

She wanted me to

tell her that I knew what it was like, but I wouldn't tell
her.

Yes, I know what it feels like

"Don't judge me," she said.
"I won't judge you."
She was waiting for an embrace that I refused to give, then
she stood up
"This means the end of it, I suppose."
"Whatever you feel it means," I said. (65-66)
Racism and sexism account in part for Cat's need for solace from a
woman.

Made to feel foolish in the white folk's kitchen, she brings

this feeling of incompetence into the bed with her husband whose sexism
increases it.

Ursa relates to Cat's experience but does not admit it.

Although she wants to, she is afraid of what that admission might say of
her sexuality.
Cat, whom Tadpole has described, not unsympathetically, as "bold"
(21), has what Adrienne Rich would identify as the lesbian understanding
of the value of talent or training to a woman:

"A talent or a craft,

that's what I say, and don't have those sons of bitches hanging on your
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neck all the time.

And daughters of bitches" (30).

Tired of being

humiliated, Cat quits domestic work and her husband and supports herself
by the black craft of hair straightening, thereby freeing herself from
direct racial oppression and from direct male oppression and freeing
herself for empathetic female bonding.
Even though Ursa has grown up with female bonding and love--"I'd
always loved her [Mama] and knew she loved me, but somehow we'd never
'talked' things" (110)--her Great Gram, Gram, and Mama taught her more
about hating Corregidora than about their loving her or her loving
herself.

Perhaps if they had given her an unconditional love, Ursa

could have loved herself in her sterility and could have given of
herself in love to others, both male and female.
that woman friendship.
hometown.

Ursa, like Cat, needs

Rejected by Ursa, Cat moves away to her

Her return to her roots foreshadows Ursa's journey to her

mother's home and experience to find herself.
At the major turning point in Ursa's search for self, the memory of
Cat guides her.

In a token gesture, Tadpole supports Ursa's right of

free choice: "You your own woman," he says (85).

But soon after she

chooses to sing at another club, he takes another woman, Vivian, into
their marital bed and insults Ursa's womanhood:
You don't even know what to do with a real man.

I bet you

couldn't even come with him [Mutt] when you had something up
in there.

I know some women that can fuck your ass off you

too after it happened to them.

She [Vivian] got more woman in

her asshole than you got in your whole goddamn cunt.
88)

(Jones
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His insults make Ursa's own personal fears a reality.

In her pain, Ursa

immediately thinks of Cat, but "there's no Cat's to go to now" (89).
In an apostrophe to Cat, however, Ursa analyzes her problems and
takes the first steps to self-discovery.

Ursa finally admits to Cat

that she does know what it feels like to feel foolish in bed with her
man, not to be able to satisfy him:
Because I knew he [Mutt] kept me waiting, Cat, that's why I
knew what you felt, why I wouldn't tell you that I knew.

A

man always says I want to fuck, a woman always has to say I
want to get fucked.

Does it feel good? (89)

Here, Jones effectively depicts the character's victimization by
society's enforced gender roles.

Ursa is so imbued with woman's role as

male satisfier, that, rather than question Mutt's sexuality, she ques¬
tions her own.

But in her monologue, Ursa takes the next step--to

concern about her own desires and satisfactions: "And all those dreams I
had lying there in the hospital about being screwed and not feeling
anything" (89).

Clouded by heterosexist teachings, she feels that her

need for clitoral stimulation suggests a latent lesbianism which she
cannot accept:
Part of it was what I needed to make myself feel, what I had
to know .... What am I thinking?

Afraid only of what I'll

become, because those times he [Tadpole] didn't touch the
clit, I couldn't feel anything

(89)

Finally, she realizes that her fundamental problem has come from the
lessons of the foremothers.

Because she has been reared to breed the
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daughters of hate, Ursa feels that she has failed her foremothers.
Because she can't "make generations,"

she can't "feel anything" (90).

Another meditation inspired by memory of Cat leads Ursa to further
self-understanding.
but gentle too.

When her employer describes her voice as "strong

The kind of voice that can hurt you .

.

. Hurt you and

make you still want to listen," (96), Ursa remembers that Cat had
described her voice in the same way.

In her meditation, she realizes

that her blues voice the pain of the Corregidora foremothers, that the
bonding of the Corregidora women destroys individual identity, and that
their conditioning of her to breed generations of hatred has prevented
her telling her first husband Mutt that she had wanted a baby for him.
In her womanist wisdom, Cat has known and earlier has told Ursa of her
love for Mutt.

"To make [her] own kind of life for [her]self" (111),

Ursa must, like Cat, make the symbolic trip home to talk to her mother,
to see her mother not just as an episode in the "passed-down"
Corregidora legacy but now as a person with her own "private memories"
(104) and her own history, to form a real bond with her mother, a bond
based on an understanding of the individual.
Ursa's mother has been so inundated with Corregidora's history, the
history of her Great Gram and Gram, that when she talks, she talks
"until it [isjn't her talking, but Great Gram" (124).
has been centered around Corregidora.

Her whole life

Conditioned to be a breeder of

Corregidora children to continue the testimony of hate, Mama accepted
the embraces of a man she wasn't looking for:
They be telling me about making generations, but I wasn't
looking for no man ... I kept thinking back on it, though,
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and it was like I had to go there,

...

[to the cafe] and

sit there and have him [Ursa's father Martin] watch me like
that .

.

. Like my body or something knew what it wanted even

if I didn't want no man .

.

. But it was like it knew it

wanted you, and knew it would have you, and knew you'd be a
girl. (114)
Once Martin has given Mama the one requisite daughter the Grams
insist upon, they assert that he "ain't had no right messing with
[their] girl" (30).

And Mama, who has known only Corregidora in her

formative years, wants no man.

In instilling the Corregidora history in

Mama, her forbears have made her frigid and destined to live out her
life alone like the Corregidora women before her.
memories and her own pains.

But Mama has her own

She says, "I carried him to the point where

he ended up hating me, Ursa" (121).

And he responded and reacted by

beating her, calling her a whore, and sending her out on the street in
shamefully torn clothes.

Martin's perceptive question to the

foremothers, "How much was hate for Corregidora and how much was love"
(131), helps Mama to understand their preserved captivity and her lovehate relationship with Martin, for Martin has brutalized Mama only after
he has been used by her and has been unable to break through to her
feelings.

And at last he reaches her; she tells Ursa, "I could see all

the hurt there .

.

. And I knew that's what I'd keep doing" (121).

Knowing her mother's
she is and is to become.

"private memories" gives Ursa clues to who
Her trip home gives Ursa those necessary

pieces needed to be her balm of Gilead.

That her mother was made into a

whore by Great Gram and Gram, who believed that having husbands was less
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important than making generations to keep their brutal history alive,
serves to enhance Ursa's understanding of her mother and frees her to
love her as a complete person.
Now that Ursa can better understand and love her mother, she can
rethink her past and write her own history. Ursa has, in the past, been
incapable of believing Mutt when he assures her, "Whichever way you look
at it, we ain't them [ancestors]" (151), because she has been raised to
believe that she was "them" (151).

By making Ursa barren, Mutt frees

her from making generations, and therefore, allows her to be independent
of Gram and Great Gram:
Their daughter,

....

But I am different now.

everything they had except generations.
generations.

I have

I can't make

And even if I still had my womb, even if the

first baby had come--what would I have done then?
have kept it up?

Would I

Would I have been like her or them?

For many years, Ursa is, like her mother, celibate.

(60)

In her blues, she

no longer sings the foremothers' pains but her own and those of her
mother.

She sings in a "new voice," like she has "been through

something" (44).
When the time for reconciliation comes, she is ready.

As she

recounts the final days of her quest, Ursa reports a latter- day en¬
counter with Jeffy and the memory of Cat.

Jeffy tells of the old

woman's decline, and Ursa admits that she cares.

But recollections of

Senora Corregidora's lesbian brutality juxtaposed with Jeffy's flippancy
harden Ursa so that she "strangle[s] any impulse [she]'d had to go see
Catherine" (178).

Still, it is a woman who brings news of Mutt's
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return, a woman who long ago had told Ursa that Cat appreciated her
beauty.

Like Cat, this woman understands that Ursa loves as well as

hates Mutt:
"I know you ain't took no other man on."
to .

.

"What right had you

."I stopped. If it had been Cat I never would have

started. (181)
Ursa has recognized the right of sisterhood, the right of understanding
sympathy.

She has become a woman with full capacity for womanist

feelings.

Now she is ready for a reconciliation with Mutt.

In the years that Ursa has been her own woman, expressing herself
as an artist, both her wounded love for Mutt and the hatred from her
Corregidora history have kept Ursa celibate.
Mutt.

She still loves and hates

She accepts him back into her life on the mixed terms that Cat

had explained to her twenty-two years before:
"[Mutt suffers the] consequences of loving you."
"If that nigger loved me he wouldn't've throwed me down the
steps."
"I know niggers love you do worse than that," she said. (3537)
As she engages in oral sex with Mutt, past and present merge.

She gives

him what Great Gram gave Corregidora to make him love and hate her
simultaneously, "a moment of pleasure and excruciating pain at the same
time, a moment of broken skin but not sexlessness .
that stops before it breaks the skin" (184).

.

. but a moment

As she acts out her need

to hurt Mutt, an act that Mutt takes as a love gift--"Oh baby .... I
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didn t think that you would do this for me" (184)--Ursa moves from her
solo blues career to a blues duet with Mutt:
"I don't want a kind of woman that hurt you," he said.
"Then you don't want me."
"I don't want a kind of woman that hurt you."
"Then you don't want me."
"I don't want a kind of woman that hurt you."
"Then you don't want me."
He shook me till I fell against him crying.

"I don't want a

kind of man that'll hurt me neither," I said.
He held me tight. (185)
Even though Ursa rejects the lesbian embrace, she brings her quest
full circle because of the guidance of the lesbian Cat Lawson:

she has

broken the bonds of enslavement to Corregidora, she has bonded in
sympathy with her mother, she has understood the nature of her art, and
she has understood reciprocal suffering in love.
Eva Medina Canada, the protagonist in Eva's Man, ultimately accepts
the lesbian embrace, but there is considerable question whether she ever
finds understanding, bonding, and peace.

The story of a woman whose

life is tormented by male oppression, brutal sexual abuse, and emotional
silence, of a victim of negative images and stereotypes of women and
men, of a murderess who defines her whole life entirely in terms of xrated sex, Eva's Man is a work of unrelieved squalor and grimness.

Like

Corregidora. Eva's Man is a non-linear, first-person narrative that
moves back and forth in time.

Unlike Ursa, however, Eva is unable to

use words, music, and language to free herself from her painful past ex-
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periences but remains locked in passivity and incommunication, refusing
to explain herself or defend her actions to other human beings.
narrative, full of "imagined memories .

.

.

Her

[and] real ones" (10), is

the soliloquy of a psychopath who is trying, without the help of prison
psychologists, to understand her life.

Eva piles memory on memory;

weaves memory and fantasy together; free associates; blurs, condenses,
and combines her experiences.

Her meditation is structured on the

framework of her recollections of a sordid five-day "affair" which
culminates in her poisoning and emasculating her "lover," Davis Carter;
within this structure, Eva brings the sex memories of her forty-three
years.

She punctuates her interior monologue with accounts of the

efforts of her cellmate, Elvira, to communicate with her and to seduce
her.
In the first meditation of the novel, Eva defines the fundamental
differences between herself and Elvira:

"They let her go out more than

they do me because they say she's got more control" (3).

Elvira is also

a communicator; she reads newspapers and tells Eva the news.

She tries

to share an article about Eva's crime, but Eva refuses to look.
in her soliloquy Eva tries to understand her own condition.
herself as the passive victim of the black man.

Still,

She sees

All her sexual

experiences have been brutal.
Like Winnie in "The Women," Eva is initiated in sexuality at an
early age.

The experience is vulgar and nasty.

She loses her virginity

to a "dirty popsicle stick" in the hands of a young boy whose penis
feels like "soft milkweeds" (8).
"popsicle stick."

Jones plays on the words "dirty" and

Dirty symbolizes "the baseness of sexual encounters
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in the community; and the popsicle stick, something found in a filthy
gutter, stands throughout the novel for man's erection" (Wade-Gayles
178).

From every man she encounters, she learns that all women,

including herself, are "whores" and "bitches."
Even in marriage, there is no communication between men and women
on any level other than that of user and used.

Her mother openly has an

affair with Tyrone, a musician ten years her junior, who eventually
tries to rape twelve-year old Eva.

Although her mother tells her father

that the adultery "didn't happen because she didn't love him" (50), she
fails to communicate.

Eva hears her father tell her mother repeatedly--

and demonstrate--"Act like a whore, I'm gonna fuck you like a whore"
(37).

Because Alphonso, her cousin, continually beats his wife, Jean,

and she takes the abuse, Eva comes to view marriage as sado-masochistic.
This same Alphonso teaches Eva that sex is "meat and gravy" (57) to be
experienced by all girls.

With her mother's approval, he takes the

seventeen-year old Eva to coarse cafes to "introduce her around"; in
other words, he pimps for her.

Eva rebuffs the Johns, however, even at

one point stabbing an old feeler in the hand.
moment of activity soon subsides.

Her one foreshadowing

As she tells Elvira,

"He claimed he wasn't trying to do nothing but buy me a beer,
but that wasn't all he was trying to buy."
tell anybody," I said.

...

"I didn't

"I just let the man tell his side."

(98)
In jail for stabbing Moses Tripp, Eva meets James Hunn, a man three
times her age, and marries him because she feels some tenderness for
him.

Although he has shown sympathetic interest in her, he soon reverts
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to the male type and stereotypes Eva:

"He said every womar had lovers.

He said he wasn't going to have a cele.hone

n the house so rcv lovers

could be calling me up and then meeting me somepiaca" (11C .
Throughout her entire life

.va gets no respe

understanding, and no real caress
brutal sex and negative assunp lo

. from a man.

no t adarness, no

I ste i,

ab< at her char.

Eva searches for something with which to challenge

tej.

e

ets

Ever though

en's assum.tions

that she's a "whore" and a "bitch," she cannot esca e that ima e.
soon learns that "always.

Thev would .... Always.

She

No matter what I.

Just because the places I went, che way I talked or how I wore my hair"
(171) .

In her interview for Black Women Writers At Work. Jones points

out that Eva is disturbed by the fact that men repeatedly assume she's a
whore or bitch; she eventually defines herself with the Queen Bee and
Medusa images which men have created "out of their own castratior
anxiety and fears about their repressed femininity" (Dixon 247).
Just as the men are unable to distinguish Eva from other worn i, Eva
is unable to differentiate the men.

Davis becomes a mixture of a..

the

men who have abused her--Alphonso, Old Man Logan "the ole shit," F ^ddy
Smoot, James Hunn, Tyrone, and Moses Tripp.

Eva eventually comes

regard all men as "shits" who always "mess wi h wo

o

m" and think onjy

about "where they going to get their next piece" (154).
Davis's fatal mistake when he picks Eva up and takes her to his
cheap hotel room is that he, too, assumes Eva is "that kind of woman"
and treats her as sucfi.

He doesn't let her comb her hair, which

eventually grows to look like snakes.
room.

He refuses to let her leave the

He makes love to her during her menstrual cycle.

He feeds her
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cabbage, and sausage with mustard that looks like "Baby's doodoo" and
fills Eva with gas.

Davis whips Eva physically with brutal lovemaking

and with verbal abuse.

So ensconced is he in his own male stereotype

that Davis is convinced of his sexual prowess and believes he's doing
Eva a favor.

He fails to see that Eva is not a whore, even though he

knows that she "ain't been getting it" (17).
In retaliation for her devalued female being, Eva takes the essence
of Davis's manhood into her mouth, bites it off, and wraps it in a silk
handkerchief.

This event is subtly foreshadowed by Davis's observation

that Eva eats her food as if she's making love to it (130).

Eva kills

and mutilates Davis because "he came to represent all the men [she]'d
known in [her] life" (81).

Her act of violence is an explosion of the

rage that has been festering from a lifetime of degradation.

It is also

a sex act in which she dominates this man who had told her, "Swallow me
up,

I know what kind of woman you are" (175).

It is finally an act of

desperation from a woman who has never had true companionship:
"Why did you kill him?"
"I was lonely."
"That doesn't make sense, does it, Eva?"
"Yes." (167)
And so Eva is driven by a series of horrible events to a prison cell for
the criminally insane and into the arms of Elvira, her lesbian cellmate.
Elvira calls Eva "honey" and offers her physical fulfillment (161).
none of her propositions does she suggest using Eva:
you if you want me to, Eva ....

In

"I'll do it for

You won't help yourself, that's why

can't nobody else help you, cause you won't help yourself" (156).
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Eva has never helped herself.
model to teach her how.
Billie.

Perhaps she has never had the role

Her mother has had a close woman friend, Miss

In a moment of clarity, Eva recognizes that her high-school

graduation visit to Miss Billie in North Carolina was really more for
her mother than for herself:

"She'd have somebody she could talk things

out with, because I knew she didn't feel she could talk things out with
me" (82).
But Miss Billie and Eva's mother also ac apt the male-imposed
gender roles as patterns for their lives.

Although they frown upon

early sexual indulgence, believing that once a girl opens her legs, she
can't keep them closed, they admonish girls who don't eventually have a
man.

They validate self in terms of sexual encounters with men (Wade-

Gayles 179).

Mrs. Canada encourages her daughter to experience and

explore her womanhood.

Miss Billie earlier spent an enormous amount of

time trying to keep her daughter Charlotte's legs closed, but now that
she is twenty-seven, unmarried and uninterested in .nen, Miss Billie
spends an equal amount of time trying to gr- her to open them again.
Miss Billie and Eva's mother also accept trie male myths about women.

In

fact, it is from Miss Billie that Eva first learns of the Queen Bee, who
"kills" every man who comes in contact w\th her, "who sucks men hollow"
(73), an image so fascinating to her that she eventually accepts that
role for herself and acts it out.

Though Miss Billie and Mama comfort

one another, they offer no redemptive pattern for Eva.
Miss Billie's daughter Charlotte, however, appears to have become a
lesbian and to have become comfortable with her sexual orientation
although her mother is not.

On the North Carolina trip, she takes Eva
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for walks in the woods, explains the nature of a hurtful relationship
she had once had with a boy, and tentatively offers Eva the lesbian
embrace.

Eva is not ready for Charlotte's invitation; consequently, she

does not acknowledge it.

But after a life of male oppression and sexual

brutality, Eva is ready to be seduced by Elvira.

Jones seems to be

saying that it is sustained male oppression, male-made gender roles and
assumptions that drive Eva to accept Elvira's lesbian embrace.
Although Eva initially rejects Elvira, she realizes that she can't
continue to do so:

"Last night she got in bed with me, Davis ... I

knocked her out, but I don't know how long I'm going to keep knocking
her out ..." (176).

After five years of prison, Eva is still so

influenced by heterosexism that she reacts violently to Elvira and
addresses her fear of weakness to Davis.

At last she accepts Elvira's

tender lovemaking:
"Tell me when it feels sweet, Eva.
sweet, honey."

Tell me when it feels

I leaned back, squeezing her face between my

legs, and I told her, "Now!" (177)
In a memory of a talk with the prison psychiatrist, Eva has equated
opening up in oral communication with opening up sexually and "[keeps]
her knees squeezed tight together" as she refuses to talk to the male
doctor (76-77).

Wade-Gayles says that Elvira reopens Eva's closed legs

by providing her with "an alternative to sexual victimization,"

that in

embracing Elvira, Eva is able to move from "can't to can in sexual
fulfillment" (183).

If this is true, then perhaps Elvira can provide

Eva with understanding and communication and can relieve her loneliness.
In the memory passage previously cited, however, Eva condenses the psy-
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chiatrist with Elvira and an obscene phone caller from her mother's
past:
"How did it feel, Eva?" the psychiatrist asked.
"How did it feel?" Elvira asked.
"How do it feel, Mizz Canada?" the man asked my
mama.
(77)
If the

'erbal echoes in the closing passage of the novel are

intenr onal, then perhaps Wade-Gayles is wrong and Eva had found only
temporary physical pleasure but no real womanist bonding.

In any case,

both Eva and Elvira remain squeezed shut in the patriarchy's prison, no
freer tnan Winnie's mother to joy in their female bonding.
None of Jones's protagonists accept without reservation the
womanist outlook.

Perhaps their failure to do so is why Jones's writing

is, as Toni Morrison says, "'an exception to black women's writing ' in
that it is "never .

.

. about joy" (Wade-Gayles 175).

Chapter Three
The Womanist Fulfillment in Black Woman's Novels: Walker,
Shange, Naylor

Womanist is to feminist as purple is to lavender.
Alice Walker

When Alice Walker coined the term womanist. she wanted to go beyond
feminist, beyond black feminist, and establish a word that would encom¬
pass the black woman's complete experience, that would acknowledge and
pay tribute to her dignity, her struggles, her triumphs, her individual
sexuality.

Celebrating the black woman, womanist. insists upon her

self-love and her being the center of her own world (De Veaux 56).
Although coined a year after The Color Purple was written, womanist
magnificently describes Celie and Shug, women who learn to love
themselves and their being, despite female oppression, enforced gender
roles, and sexism.
Walker's The Color Purple is about women's self-affirmation and
self-love.

Full of womanist and lesbian bonding, it explores the

relationships between men and women, women and women, mothers and
daughters, fathers and sons, between sisters, husbands and wives, whites
and blacks.
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The Color Purple chronicles the life of Celie, her growth from
never-a-child young girl to a woman full of herself and her possibilities.
wr: t:es

'-

Written in letter format--Celie writes to God, Nettie

t-0 Celie, and Celie writes to Nettie -it details her close and

beautiful relationship with her ot!:v sister Nettie, her relationship
with her husband Mr.

and his children, and her womanist/lesbian

relationship with Shug Avery.
We first meet Celie when she is fourteen vears old, raped by her
stepfather (who she thinks is her father): "You gonna do what your mammy
wouldn't.
zh Icren
Mr.

Then he push his thing inside my pussy" (1).

They have two

hem he gives away, and he gives Celie herself in marriage to

, who needs a housekceeper for himself and his children:
"I can let you have Celie.
spoiled.

Twice.

She ugly.

work. And she clean.
is,

.

.

She ain't fresh tho,

.

. She

But she ain't no stranger to hard

And God done fixed her.

.1 got to get rid of her.

here at home.

.

.

.

. Fact

She too old to be living

And she a bad influence on my other girls.

She

can take that cow she raise .... And another thing, she
tell 1ies."

(9)

Celie doesn't find happiness with Mr.
gender roles, Mr.
tt. wife" (23).

either.

A slave to

beats Celie, believing he has the right "cause she

She spends her wedding day running from Mr.

Hrrpo, who hits her in the head with a rock.

's son

Celie deals with her pain

and abuse the only way she knows--"! make myself wood.
Celie you a tree" Because she doesn't know

I say to myself,

ow to fight, only
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how to stay alive," Celie is a recipient of physical and verbal abuse
from her stepfather and her husband.
Though she's never had a role model for female bonding, her mother
having been ill, mad, and beaten by racism and sexism, Celie
instinctively sacrifices herself to nurture, care for, and protect the
women in her life.

She doesn't hate her mother for fussing at her all

the time; she feels sorry for her: "Trying to believe his [the
stepfather's] story kilt her" (6).

When her stepfather lusts after

Nettie, Celie offers herself to save her sister.

She dresses up in

"horsehair, feathers, and a pair of our new mammy high heel shoes" (9)
to entice him from Nettie to her.

Celie also worries about Nettie's

future: "It nearly kill me to think she might marry somebody like
Mr.

, or wind up in some white lady kitchen" (17).

Seeing her

mother's fate from having too many children and her young stepmother's
unhappiness, Celie advises Nettie to keep her mind off men and "to keep
at her books.
even yourn.

It be more than a notion taking care of children ain't
And look what happen to Ma" (5).

Much like Eva in Eva's

Man. Celie has learned early that men, women's protectors, and marriage,
their security, are not a woman's salvation but rather her damnation.
Nettie in turn supports Celie.

When Nettie runs away from home to

Celie, she urges Celie to fight Mr.

. Nettie teaches her how to read

and write — "Helping me with spelling and everything else she think I
need to know.

Nettie steady teach me what going on in the world," (17)-

-so they can run away together.
continues his pursuit.

Originally interested in Nettie,
But when she rejects his advances, he
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makes her leave.

Her mother dead and Nettie gone, Celie is left with no

one to love her.
s

•

unmarried sister Kate, an early feminist who isn't fooled

by gender expectations, temporarily fills Celie's void.

After Nettie's

departure, Kate is only person who defends and her empathizes with her.
Like Nettie, she tries to encourage Celie to fight Mr. and his
children.
(22).

And like Nettie, she insists, "You deserve more than this"

Kate knows Mr.

mistreated his first wife, Annie Julia.

However, his other sister Carrie, brainwashed by gender roles--"When a
woman marry she spose to keep a dec
cares little that Mr.
her, and kept

it h ase and a clean family" (20)--

just "brought her [Annie Julia] home, dropped

ght cn running after Shug Avery" (21).

Spirited, tal uted, beautiful, and free, Shug Avery is a blues
singer who has borne Mr.
her, Mr.

three children. (Unconfined by marriage to

has been a good lover.)

with her mother,

She never had a good relationship

an undemonstrative woman, who hated touching and being

touched: "I try to ki s her, she turn her mouth away.
Lillie, she say."

Say cut that out

But unlike Celie, Shug has a positive relationship

with her father: "My daddy love me to kiss and hug him" (125-126).

Her

loving relationship with her father and the fact that her experience
with men has not been all bad--"but some men can be lots of fun" (257)-perhaps explains the heterosexual element of Shug's hearty bisexuality.
Having been emotionally mistreated by her mother, however, Shug can
mistreat other women and not respect their feelings.
Mr.

married Annie Julia,

She never had a chance.

Jealous because

Shug retaliates: "Poor Annie Julia,

I was so mean, and so wild.

.

.

.

Lord, 1 used to go
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around saying I don't care who he married to, I'm gonna fuck him.
Why I hurt her so?" (127).
she abused Annie Julia.

With the benefit of hindsight, Shug knows

Not learning from that experience, Shug

initially mistreats Celie--"! treated you so mean.
servant.

And all because Albert [Mr.

even want him for a husband .

.

] married you. And I didn't

." (127).

to the importance of woman bonding.

Like you was a

Shug's bruised ego blinds her

But Shug learns from Celie's care

and nurturing the true value of woman friendship, and it is more
important than a male-female relationship.
Sexually, Celie is a true lesbian.
"d[idn]'t look at mens.
them" (6).

From an early age, Celie

I look at women, tho, cause I'm not scared of

When she sees a picture of Shug, Celie instinctively knows,

"Shug Avery [i]s a woman," and when she dreams, she dreams of Shug (7).
Celie nurses sick Shug, her husband's love/lover, not only because she
loves her, but because "somebody got to stand up for Shug" (46).
vows, "With God help, Celie going to make you well" (47).

She

As is charac¬

teristic of womanist/lesbian literature, Walker includes the sensual
literary images of baths, symbolizing intimacy, and taste, symbolizing
nurturing.

Washing Shug's body is like a religious experience for

Celie: "It feels like I'm praying" (51).

Just looking at Shug makes

Celie want to taste her: "If I don't watch out I'll have hold of her
hand, tasting her fingers in my mouth" (53).
Celie responds to Shug's beauty and sexuality in part because sex
with men has always been a painful and degrading experience.
stepfather is brutal; Mr.
sleep" (81).

Her

"just do his business, get off, go to

As far as Celie is concerned, "Take off they pants .

.

.
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and men look
is what

ney

1

ke frogs to me.
ay" (261).

Now matter how you kiss'em,

But Shug's body is beautiful.

black body with it black plum nipples,
turned into a man" (51).

.

.

.

.

. frogs

Her "long

.," makes Celie think she's

Shug awakens Celie to the beauty of her own

body through self-examination:
Why Hiss Celie .

.

. you still a virgin.

[Celie has never had an orgasm.]
Right down there in your pussy is a little button that gits
real hot when you do you know what with somebody.
hotter and hotter and then it melt ....

It git

(81)

Stick the looking glass tween your legs ....
Prettier than you thought, ain't it?
While you looking, look at your titties too." (81-82)
Sh ig teaches Celie to explore her body.

Like the men, Celie is

attracted to Shug--"I got my eyes glued there [Shug's nipples] too.

I

feel my nipples harden ... My little button sort of perk up too" (85).
Shug and Celie "kiss and kiss till us can't hardly kiss no more.
us touch each other.

Then

Then I feel something real soft and wet on my

breast feel like one of my little lost babies mouth.

Way after while, I

act like a little lost baby too" (118).
Under Shug's loving tutelage, Celie grows into a self-possessed
woman; she learns to love herself.

Not only does Shug introduce Celie

to the joys of sex; she also restores to her the beauty of female
bonding which Celie has shared with her sister Nettie.

When Celie

shares her painful childhood with Shug, she listens and comforts Celie:
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Oh, Miss Celie,.
to cry too.
Shug arms.

.

. And her put her arms around me.

I start

Seem like it come back to me, laying there in
How it hurt and how much I was surprise.

blood drip down my leg
straight after that.

.

.

.

How the

How he don't never look at me

And Nettie.

(117)

By giving her love and a friendship free of demands, Shug teaches Celie
that she is somebody.

She tells Celie, "I love you, Miss Celie.

then she haul off and kiss me on the mouth" (118).
a person, Shug calls her "Miss" Celie.

And

Respecting Celie as

Her nurturing gives Celie the

strength and courage to become her own woman, to stand up to Mr. and
his children.
Love for Celie also teaches Shug new womanist feelings.
upon learning that Mr.

Outraged

beats Celie, Shug makes him stop.

She cannot

love a man who beats a woman so she tells him, "You been mistreating
someone I love.

So as far as you concern, I'm gone" (277).

A woman

shouldn't be abused or mistreated: "If you was my wife," she tells
Celie, "I'd cover you with kisses instead of licks, and work hard for
you too" (115).
sympathy.

But Celie and Shug's relationship is more than sex and

When Celie learns that Mr.

has for years been keeping

Nettie's letters from her, Shug comforts the distraught Celie.

She

doesn't mind that Celie can't respond to her lovemaking because she
knows "just being mad, grief, wanting to kill somebody will make you
feel this way .... I loves to hug up period.

Snuggle.

Don't need

nothing else right now" (152). In addition to consoling, Shug with
womanist capability takes practical action.
steals them from Mr.

She finds Nettie's letters,

's safe place, and restores Nettie and Celie's
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two children to her.

For the letters tell that Nettie has gone to

Africa with two black American missionaries who have adopted Celie's
babies.
As Celie continues to grow as a woman identified woman--one who
doesn't accept male definitions of femaleness or womanhood" (Bethel)-she learns facts of her history, facts of sexism and racism.
own father

Her

dS lynched because he ran a successful business which cut

into the bla'

Tade with white merchants.

The lynching drove her

mother ma er raping stepfather married her mother for her daddy's
propert

^nd pretevaed to be her natural father to keep it.

least she has not borne .ncestuous children:
and brot

.

Pa rot p

Having experi

But at

"My children not my sister

(1£3).

sed so much pain because of men, Celie stops writing

God because he has ^iven her such a hard life, and "anyhow, the God I
been praying and writing is a man.
I know.

And act just like all the other mens

"rifling, forgitful and lowdown" (199).

That Celie no longer

respects her former male God represents her total break with men.

Like

Ntozake Shange who writes, "We need a god who bleeds now "(Shange 51),
Celie, realizing that men are just frogs, seeks her salvation through
women.

But Shug's God is universal and unisex.

in everybody.
thing.

It "love[s] admiration .

It's everywhere, and

. want[s] to share a good

I think it pisses God off if you walk by the color purple in a

field somewhere and don't notice it" (203).

Perhaps Celie and Shug's

different perceptions of God are based on their perceptions of men.
Celie is lesbian whereas Shug is bisexual (although Andrienne Rich would
call her lesbian), able to see things both ways.
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Celie's termination of communication with the patriarchal God
signals a climax in her womanist development.

Because Mr.

has

withheld her letters from Nettie, "the only person love me in the world"
(207), Celie knows she must leave him and "enter into the Creation"
(207).

Not recognizing her new strength, Mr.

tries to weaken

Celie's resolve with insults:
"You'll be back .

.

Shug got talent.

She can sing.

up and be notice.
You shape funny.

. Nothing up North for nobody like you.

But what you got?

You ugly.

She can stand
You skinny.

You too scared to open your mouth to

people .... Look at you.
woman.

She got spunk.

You black, you pore,

.

.

. you a

Goddam, you nothing at all." (212-213)

But Celie, full of her womanhood, is unperturbed by Mr.
She knows that she has talent and capability.

's insults.

Like Cat Lawson in

Corregidora. Shug realizes the importance of having a talent or a craft.
She has urged Celie to sew pants.

Working in the traditional female

craft and turning the male garment into individualized garb for both men
and women, Celie is on her way to artistic fulfillment and financial
independence, thus able literally and figuratively to "wear the pants."
Celie curses Mr.

: "Until you do right by me, everything you

touch will crumble" (213).

And she leaves him on a triumphant note:

"I'm pore, I'm black, I may be ugly and can't cook,
here.

Amen, say Shug.

Amen, amen" (214).

of her, Celie is her own person.

.... But I'm

For whatever Mr.

thinks

She is finally happy--"! got love, I

got work, I got money, friends and time" (222)--and Nettie will soon be
home from Africa.
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Having learned she's somebody, Celie has still to learn that
happiness shoula come from within and not be dependent upon others, even
the beloved.

When Shug falls for a nineteen-year old boy,

^ier life has ended.

Celie feels

She doesn't understand how Shug can love a man.

But Shug explains her bisexual1ty: "I know how you feel about men.
I don t feel that way.

I

But

uld never be fool enough to take any of them

seriously, but some mens can be a lots of fun" (257).

Although she and

Celie share a special love, Shug asks for "six months.

Just six months

to have my last fling.
not to" (257).

' got to have it Celie.

I'm too weak a woman

She wants Celie's assurance that she loves her, and

Celie, feeling her heart breaking, gives it: "I love you.
happen, whatever you do, . ^ove you" (257).

Whatever

In the true womanist spirit

that she has learned from Shug, Celie determines not to let a man come
between them.

She realizes the freedom essential for humanity: "Shug

got a right to live too.

She got a right to look the world with

whatever company she choose.
of her rights" (276) .
sei iratist.

She seeks t

Just cause I love her don't take away none

Ever though a lesbian, Celie is not a
be a part oi everything.

own identity, she no longer hates Mr.
curse.
return.

.

Having developed her

And he has profited from her

He has learned how to love more universally and to be loved in
He has learned to listen, and to appreciate some of God's

creations.

Mr.

is a better person:

You ast youiself one question, it lead to fifteen.
wonder whv us need love.
us men and women.

Why us suffer.

I start to

Why us black.

Where do children really come from.

didn't take long to realize I didn't hardly know nothing

Why
It
And
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that if you ast yourself why you black or a man or a woman or
a bush it don't mean nothing if you don't ast why you here,
period.
So what you think? I ast.
I think us here to wonder, myself.

To wonder. To ast.

And that in wondering bout the big things and asting bout the
big things, you learn about the little ones, almost by
accident.

But you never know more about the big things than

you start out with.

The more I wonder, he say, the more I

love.
And people start to love you back, I bet, I
say.
They do, he say surprise. (289-290)
Their memories and love for Shug bring Mr.

and Celie together.

Sympathizing with Celie because he knows how she feels, he comforts her.
Unlike his son and daughter-in-law who believe "womens love just by
accident, anybody handy likely to do" (267), Mr.
lesbian love: "I have love and I have been love.
you love Shug Avery,

It don't surprise me

... I have love Shug Avery all my life" (277).

Exchanging their memories of Shug, Mr.
company.

understands Celie's

realizes Celie is good

He puts his arms around her, and Celie lets him: "Way after

while I bent my stiff neck onto his shoulder.

Here us is

two

old fools left over from love, keeping each other company under the
stars" (278).

Remembering all the misery and pain he caused Celie, all

because she isn't Shug, Mr.
apologizes.

realizes he has been wrong so he

And he asks Celie to marry him, "this time in the spirit as
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well as the flesh" (290).

Lesbian Celie answers, "Naw, I still don't

like frogs, but let's us be friends,

..." (290).

Celie has grown in self-reliance during Shug's absence.
learned that it is enough to have her self and her life.
happy and content with herself.

She has

She has grown

Reaching the final stages of her growth

id development, Celie, the womanist, is grounded in self-love and is
the center of her universe.

When Shug writes saying she's coming home,

Celie calmly receives the news: "If she come, I be happy.
I be content.

If she don't,

And then I figure this the lesson I was suppose to learn"

(290) .
Now that Celie is at peace with herself, with Shug, with the world,
she renews her correspondence with God and the Creation: "Dear God. Dear
stars, dear trees, dear sky, dear peoples.

Dear everything.

Dear God.

Thank you for bringing my sister Nettie and our children home" (292).
United with her self, with Shug, with Mr.

and his children, with her

sister Nettie, with daughter and son and his African bride, Celie is one
with her universe.

Both a work of God and part of It, she, like the

color purple, should be admired and praised; she should please and be
pleased, love and be loved.

Where there is woman there is magic.
If there is a moon falling from
her mouth, she is a woman who knows her magic, who can share or not
share her powers. A woman with a moon falling from her mouth, roses
between her legs and tiaras of Spanish moss, this woman is a consort of
the spirits.
Ntozake Shange.
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Published the same year as The Color Purnle (1982) and dedicated to
"women in struggle," Ntozake Shange's Sassafrass. Cypress & Indigo is,
if possible, an even more womanist work.

Treating black feminist

subjects--folkloric women, the supportive and creative mother, artistry
and talent, lesbianism, male domination, racial oppression and the quest
for self--in the traditional female images of nature, food, roundness,
blood, the moon, music, dance, beauty, color, weaving, birth,
Sassafrass. Cypress & Indigo focuses, if so inclusive a work may be said
to have a focus, on the creative woman.

That Shange prefaces her novel

with her acknowledgment of Bonnie Daniels for assistance with "the
varied manuscripts that became the novel" and of her editor, Michael
Denneny, "for believing the novel was lingering in my soul" perhaps
foreshadows a work of many pieces not quite integrated.

Indeed, there

are shifts in style from poetic surrealism to magazine-fiction narrative
with charms, songs, recipes, lists of house rules, and letters from Mama
interspersed.

Chronological in sequence but circular in overall

structure, the novel details the lives of the three gifted daughters of
Hilda Effania, a Charleston weaver and dyer of cloth--Cypress, a dancer;
Indigo, the youngest, who has "too much South in her"; and Sassafrass,
the eldest, weaver--and their quests for self, which eventually end at
home.
The opening section of the novel breaks the boundaries between art
and the world.

Shange depicts realistically the foundations of her

protagonists' lives.

They derive strength from their creative, under¬

standing, capable mother.

Hilda Effania compromises with the white

paternalism of Charleston without losing her self-respect, she keeps
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alive healthy memories of her husband in a manless household; she loves
her children, nurtures them, governs them, and supports their dreams,
their ambitions, and their callings.

While Shange and Hilda Effania

recognize the reality of daily life in Charleston, they also recognize
the truth of the perceptions of Indigo, who can hear her dolls talk and
has the gift of seeing the world's magic.

A womanist from birth, she

loves struggle, loves the folk, loves herself, loves the Spirit.
with the "moo'

in her mouth," full of "earth blood, filled up with the

Geechees lorg iono,
spell for e ei

Born

.nd the sea," (3), Indigo is magical.

occasion:

She has a

how to go to the moon; how to celebrate the

menses; how to rid oneself of the scent of evil.

Magical Indigo and her

fiddle commune with nature and the universe:
She mimicked the jays and peckers.

Conversing with the gulls

was easy 'cause they saw her daddy's soul everyday.

Indigo

mastered the hum of dusk, the crescendoes of the cicadas,
swamp rushes in light winds, thunder at high tide,

....

[She found] free communion with the universe, primal,
unrelenting flights,

.... (36)

Indigo's story celebrates female puberty in poetic images of the
birth of womanhood.

While visiting Sister Mary Louise, an ecstatic old

deaconess of the Colored Methodist Episcopal church, Indigo has her
raenarche.

Undisturbed by the patriarchism of Christianity, Sister Mary

Louise sees women's divine function as nurturing and artistic:

"We

don't just bake bread.

The

We tend after the beauty in the world.

flowers and the children" (17).

Indigo perceives her menses as "a large

scarlet pool at her feet," and Sister Mary defines it as a blessing:
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Indigo the Lord's called you to be a woman" (19).

Celebrating the

rites of puberty, she gives Indigo a bath of purification and new birth:
She [Sister Mary Louise] gently took off Indigo's clothes,
dropped them in a pail of cold water.

She bathed Indigo in a

hot tub filled with rose petals: white, red, and yellow
floating around a new woman. (19).
Sister Mary Louise teaches Indigo to be at peace with the patriar¬
chal curse and to rejoice in woman's body and woman's sexuality:
"There in the garden, among God's other beauties, you should
spend these first few hours.
garden.

Eve's curse threw us out the

But like I told you, women tend to beauty and

children.

Now you can do both.

your blood flow among the roses.
give birth.

Take your blessing and let
Squat like you will when you

Smile like you will when God chooses to give you

a woman's pleasure.

Be not afraid of your nakedness."

Then Sister Mary shut the back door.

Indigo sat bleeding

among the roses, fragrant and filled with grace. (19)
Having reached puberty, Indigo is ready for her quest backward in time
and inward to the soul.

In actuality, her wise mother apprentices the

magic daughter to Aunt Haydee, a folkloric sea island midwife.

On the

island, Indigo cultivates her true gift, folklore, manifest in her
fiddling, which provides the islanders with "relief from elusive dis¬
quiet, hungers of the soul" (222), and in the practice of mid-wifery
which brings new life into the world.

She is able to move the sea.

Indigo becomes the "folk," the spirits of long ago, of today, of tomor¬
row; she's "filled up with Geechees long gone, and the sea" (3).
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Through folkcraft, Indigo makes "where they [her artist sisters] came
from .

.

. stay alive" (224).

Born with the gift of weaving, the most womanly and magical of
cra

fts, Sassafrass weaves because "she just couldn't help it.

There was

something about the feel of raw fleece and finished threads and dainty
pieces that was as essential to her as dancing to Carmen De1avallade"
(91) .

Like Shug Avery in The Color Purple. Sassafrass knows the impor¬

tance of talent or a craft:

"[She] had always been proud that her

mother had a craff that all the women in her family could make
something besides a baby, and shooting streams of sperm" (91).

And she

has a black feminist sense of the importance of the free expression of
one's gift: "Sassafrass wanted her mother to experience weaving as an
expression of herself, not as something the family did for Miz Fitzhugh
[the family's white patron]" (70).

Yet her own quest, which she follows

up and down and across the continent, ultimately must be to free her art
and life from her domineering lover Mitch, a poseur in the arts who
wants her to be a poet because he thinks that only through poetry she
"can create whole worlds" (79).

Despite her efforts to subordinate her

gift to her lover's demands, Sassafrass cannot relinquish that which is
in her blood:

"Her mama .. d done it, and her mama before that;

"d

making cloth was the only tradition Sassafrass inherited that gave her a
sense of womanhood that was rich and sensuous, not tired and stingy
(92).
Abused and insulted by Mitch and offended by the sexis- "art" of
his friend's poem

Ybony Cunt" which reduces all black women to mere sex

objects of males of all colors, Sassafrass responds with womanist anger:
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I am not about to sit heah and listen to a bunch of no
account niggahs talk about black women; me and my sisters .
.

. Don't ever sit in my house and ask me to celebrate my

inherited right to be raped.

Don't you know anythin' besides

taking women off, or is that really all you good for?" (89)
When she finally "let[s] the whole worlds, dreams and kisses, fall
from her eyes" (99), Sassafrass sees Mitch for what he is, an ignorant,
inconsiderate, sexist junkie.
sister Cypress.

And she takes refuge with her welcoming

Eventually, however, she returns to Mitch; remembering

her mother's explanation of a time when her father had struck her--"You
got to leave room for the fool in everybody" (99)--Sassafrass justifies
her love: "Mitch has endured more loneliness than a human being should
ever encounter .... Mitch is so good--he created himself" (105).
With gifts from Cypress, Sassafrass redeems Mitch from a cocaine debt.
Ever the stronger of the two, she takes him to a folk art commune where
she pursues her weaving and he eventually abandons her.
Cypress's quest leads her through the world of white ballet, the
folklore of Africa, the lesbian subculture, and ultimately back to her
home of black dance, a tender musician husband, and black political
activism in the South.

She leaves home at sixteen to learn "to dance as

good as white folks and to find out the truth about colored people's
movements, because she knew dancing was in her blood
(135).
can.

.

. every step"

Cypress dedicates her life to dancing, learning everything she
Accepted into the African-inspired Kushites Returned dancing

troupe, Cypress becomes "immersed in the ways of pre-Egyptian Nile" and
develops her identity as a black artist.

Her dance took on the essence
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of the struggle of colored Americans tc survive their enslavement .

.

.

. Her ass and legs she used like a colored girl; when she danced, she
was alive; when she danced, she was free" (136).
But traveling as the only woman with a group in an art where men
are at a premium (and gay) and girls can be picked up "on a swing basis
wherever they worked" (137) is less than satisfying to a woman who has
been brought up among strong, bonded women.

In a New York dance class,

Cypress welcomes the friendship of Celine and Ixchell, who are members
of a women's dance collective called Azure Bosom, a strictly lesbian
separatist group which performs for female audiences only.

Cypress is

delighted to be in the women's home, where everywhere she looks, she
sees woman things --photographs, pictures, paintings, sculptures--"no
thing not woman" (139).
delicate" (141) danc

She loves watching Azure Bosom, "so soft and

ig a female dance;

A gender dance.

A d ice of ovaries and cervix uncovered and

swelling, menses falling like waterfalls in a golden forest.
A dance of women discovering themselves in the universe.

She.

Her. Hers. Us. She felt connected to these women among women
as she had never felt around any man.
primal way

She loved t neir

n a

be'ng able to touch and fondle and kiss as if one

body enclosed them all. (141)
Female images of me'"

s, nat re le bodies to depict the beauty of

female bonding abound Azure Bosom ^ dances and Shange's description of
them.
dense.

Their studio, Cvary Studio, is round, curving, textured, and
No sense of the possibility of men exist d

The ceiling was
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covered with moss, like pubic hair.
moved like errant streams.

The aisles of the theatre arena

Everywhere there was a flow." (141)

Azure Bosom s separatist position allows women to freely explore their
eroticism and to enjoy loving themselves in each other, without the
condemnations of a heterosexist world.
side of a unisex world.

But Shange shows also the ugly

In their social lives the lesbian separatists

take on the oppressiveness and brutality of men:

"Azure Bosom was one

thing, Azure Bosom's parties were something else; more like a slave
market where everybody was selling herself" (145).

Nevertheless,

Cypress accepts the lesbian embrace of Idrina, a dancer like herself,
who courts her tenderly.
Cypress blossoms under Idrina's love and tutelage.

She teaches

Cypress good womanist lessons--to respect others who love to dance, to
see them "as themselves, and not as threats to her person" (149).

She

fails to teach Cypress that "loving is not always the same as having"
(149).

Idrina loves Cypress, but not to have; for Idrina has a lesbian

mate, and she deceives Cypress with silence.

When Idrina's "lady"

returns from Europe, Cypress is devastated--even though the two would
accept her as a junior member of a menage a trois.

She rejects friend¬

ship, and she tries to reject dance as "too much joy to bear" (152).
Cypress unconsciously reconnects with her art when she finds home
in the sweet sounds of Leroy's saxophone:
"Sounds from home.
Yes."

Who was letting her speak?

Yes. Yes.

And before she remembered she didn't dance anymore, she

had leaped to the front of the musicians and was speaking of
beauty and love in her body .... Cypress was dancing an old
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dance, a saxophone whispering hope all around her, love
refusing to sit still.

Cypress was a dance of a new thing,

her own spirit loose, fecund, and deep. (156)
She goes home with Leroy, a friend from the past.

With Leroy, a man who

understands that a woman can love both men and women, Cypress accepts
her womanist nature.

Leroy says to her:

I think it's wonderful for two women to be lovers, there's a
sanctity to it that I respect .... But Cypress you can't
dress it up, or cheapen it down, by saying 'you thought' you
loved her ".
"I did love her.

I still love her, Leroy, like one of my sis¬

ters." (173)
When Leroy tours Europe with his jazz band, Idrina comforts Cypress as
she had, unknowingly, comforted Idrina when her lover was away.
In Idrina's bed Cypress dreams of a lesbian anti-utopia which shows
her that all oppression is one and that separatism is heinous.

In this

dream, "all vestiges of a male-dominated culture were to be 'rehabi¬
litated' from her psyche; the true matriarch, who is woman-powerful, was
to be nurtured" (203).
bearers of children.

But the Mothers are titled governors, not
The few men permitted to live to provide essential

sperm are imprisoned and humiliated.

The child bearers are criminals,

mostly blacks and Latins, and bearing is punishment for their "crimes."
Cypress's mother, a bearer, suffers in this sexist world, and her father
is tortured for refusing to perform.

His torturer is Idrina.

This

dream raises Cypress's consciousness of the oppression in her own world-sexism, male or female; separatism, and especially racism.

She vows to
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make her art political:

"Cypress clung to her body, the body of a

dancer, the chart of her recklessness, her last weapon, her perimeters:
blood, muscle, and the will to simply change the world" (208).
The quests of the three sisters lead them home, to their mother, to
their land, to one another, with their arts.

Cypress tours the South

with Soil and Soul, a dance company of the Civil Rights Movement.
joins her in marriage in her mother's house.

Leroy

With the guidance of the

folk spirits, pregnant Sassafrass recovers her self and recognizes the
center of her being:
home.

"I think I'm going to carry these spirits right on

I guess I live in looms after all.

one child, just one" (218).

Making things: some cloth and

Under the direction of the magical midwife

Indigo, the bonded women of the family unite to birth "a fine child"
(225).

They were hard-edged, soft-centered, brutally demanding, and easily
pleased, these women of Brewster Place. They came, they went, grew up,
and grew old beyond their years. Like an ebony phoenix, each in her own
time and with her own season had a story.
Gloria Naylor

Gloria Naylor's Women of Brewster Place completes the womanist
circle.

"A novel in seven stories," it details the intertwining lives

of seven women confined in an urban ghetto, a dead-end street separated
from the arteries of the greater community by an ugly brick wall, and
culminates in a womanist dream-vision of the women s communitas
reintegrating Brewster Place with the world.

In the seven stories with

dreams, flashbacks, exhortations, and digressions, Naylor explores the
common themes of womanist literature:

interracial relations, sexual and
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racial oppression, heterosexism, homophobia.

But Naylor also portrays

the beauty and strength of the black woman and her ability to find and
maintain her dignity and sense of self-worth in the face of overwhelming
odds.

She looks not only at lesbian relationships but at all relation¬

ship between women, at the womanist bonding and the friendships varied
women experience and share:

Mattie, the wise woman, and Etta, the aging

good time girl, share a life-long friendship; Mattie becomes a surrogate
mother for Ceil, the abandoned wife; Kiswana, the middle-class social
activist befriends Cora Lee, the quintessential breeder; Lorraine, the
teacher, and Theresa, the executive, are lesbian lovers.

Appropriately

named, The Women of Brewster Place is truly a womanist celebration.

It

affirms the value of femaleness, of women's bodies and women's
sexuality, of women's spirituality and women's strength, in women's
language as it reaches for a universal embrace.
The novel opens with the arrival of middle-aged Mattie in Brewster
Place and recounts in memory recall her long, winding journey to
Brewster Place; it ends with Mattie's dream-vision.

In another way, the

novel comes full circle--beginning with "Dawn," the beginning of a new
day, offering possibilities of fulfilled dreams for the "colored
daughters" (4) of Brewster Place, it closes with "Dusk," the ending of
day, and the end of Brewster Place.

But although the neighborhood is

abandoned, her daughters, having moved elsewhere, continue to "ebb and
flow, ebb and flow, but never disappear" (192).
In the first story, Mattie's recollections of her early life reveal
close female friendship and bonding.

Mattie and her mother share a

relationship of understanding and nurturing and recognition of the
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female closeness to nature.

When Mattie becomes pregnant in her sole

sexual encounter, an almost immaculate conception, her mother comforts
her:
"Ain't nothing to be shamed of.
natural thing there is.
from the Lord.

The Good Book call children a gift

And there ain't no place in that Bible that

say babies is sinful.
and done with.

Havin' a baby is the most

The sin is fornicatin' and that's over

God done forgave you of that a long time ago,

and what's going on in your belly now ain't nothin' to hang
your head about--you remember that." (20)
Her mother also prevents her devoted but sorely disappointed father from
beating her to death: "So help me Jesus, Sam!

Hit my child again, and

I'll meet your soul in hell!" (24).
Twenty-two-year old Mattie leaves home, in part because of her
early commitment to the "survival ... of male and female," to prevent
her father's identifying her unborn child's father.

She joins her

childhood friend Etta in an unnamed "typical" Northern city, the latest
stop in Etta's journey in search of her place in the universe.

Etta's

life reveals racial and sexist oppression in the America of the thirties
and forties.

Her teenage years were full of trouble, for the whites of

Rockvale, Tennessee, "had no place for a black woman who was not only
unwilling to play by the rules, but whose spirit challenged the very
right of the game to exist" (60).

Run out of town probably because of

an affair with a white boy, Etta finds that, like the South, white
America at large is not ready for her fiery spirit and fierce
independence; like many other blacks before her, Etta, who "build[s] her
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own road when nothing else [i]s accessible" (68), "takes her talents to
the street

.

.

. hook[s] herself to any promising rising black star,

and when he burn[s] out, she [finds] another" (60).

After Mattie's son

Basil is born, Etta takes her quest to New York, leaving Mattie "eight
cases of condensed milk and coupon books for fifty pounds of sugar"
(27).
Alone in the nameless, representative Northern city, Mattie finds
help from another strong woman.

Miss Eva, an old white-looking woman of

color "partial" to men of varying shades, widow of five, literally takes
Mattie in off the streets and provides for years a home with her and her
granddaughter Ciel.

In the recollections that form her story in The

Women of Brewster Place. Mattie remembers Miss Eva's nurturing her in
images of the kitchen.

She recalls Miss Eva's understanding in stronger

images: "Those pitying eyes had slid into [Mattie's] unconscious like a
blue laser and exposed secrets that Mattie had buried from her own self"
(38).

Miss Eva's provision for her Mattie remembers in a skillful

transition marked by Basil's growth:
When they [Basil's feet] had reached the second rung [of the
kitchen chair], Miss Eva would be dead.

Her children would

have descended upon the beautiful house and stripped it .
and sold [it] to Mattie.

.

.

.

.

.

[Mattie]'d know why the old

yellow woman had made her save her money.

She had wanted her

spirit to remain in this house through the memory of someone
who was capable of loving it as she had.

When Basil's legs

pushed down toward the third rung, Mattie would be working the
two jobs to carry the mortgage ....

(40)
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Unable to treat her son with the tough love that Miss Eva has advised,
Mattie puts up the free and clear house as bail for the grown-up Basil
and loses it and him.

But when she resorts to Brewster Place, Mattie

herself has learned Miss Eva's lesson: "Ya know, you can't keep him
runnin' away from the things that hurt him.

Sometimes, you just gotta

stay there and teach him how to go through the bad and good of whatever
comes" (31) .
Etta's quest, like that of most black women in literature, at last
takes her home--to her friend Mattie in Brewster Place.

When she enters

Mattie's apartment, she breathes deeply "of the freedom she f[inds] in
Mattie's presence.

Here she had no choice but to be herself" because

their friendship "tolerated no secrets" (58) .

Even though Etta and

Mattie have chosen different paths--"! done banked them fires a long
time ago, but .

.

. you still keeping up steam" (61)--they always

reconnect when one needs the other.

Mattie is there for Etta when she

desperately needs the friendship and comforting of a woman friend who
loves her.

She turns to Mattie when her dreams of marrying "a decent

man" are unrealized.
Sitting in church with Mattie, Etta re-examines her life and
redirects it.

But, instead of aiming for a "settle-minded" widower,

Etta sets her sights on a flashy evangelist who takes her for a onenight stand.

When, to protect her from pain and disillusionment, Mattie

warns Etta, she misunderstands:
"The only thing I see is that you're telling me I'm not good
enough for a man like that.

Oh, no, not Etta Johnson.

No
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upstanding decent man could ever see anything in her but a
quick good time
I ve always known what they say about me behind my back, but I
never thought you were right in there with them." (69-70)
The women's friendship is so strong that Mattie sees no reason to defend
herself:

"They shared at least a hundred memories that could belie

those cruel words.

Let them speak for her" (70).

And Etta regrets her

angry words as they "formed a thick mucus in her throat and she couldn't
swallow them down" (70) .
The evangelist's final orgasm brings Etta back to the reality of
all her experiences of sexist abuse: "They were all the same, all meshed
together into one lump that rested like an iron ball on her chest.

And

the expression on the face of this breathing mass to her left would be
the same as all the others" (72).

Feeling "so tired--so very tired"

(73), she makes her way toward Brewster Place where Mattie waits up for
her, not to say, "I told you so," but to offer empathy.

Etta gathers

the strength the climb the steps "toward the light and the love and the
comfort that awaited her" (74).
Kiswana Browne's is a story about mother-daughter relationships,
maternal courage, and the "blackness" of women of mixed blood.

So

involved in the rhetoric of the Black Power Movement that she loses
sight of reality, Kiswana rejects her family history to embrace the
history of "her people."

Refusing to be like her middle-class family,

she moves to Brewster Place full of ideals and energy to change the
world.

She wants to be "in the streets with [her] people, fighting for

equality and a better community" (83).

Accusing her parents of
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selling out" because they are living "over there in Linden Hills with a
terminal case of middle-class amnesia," nothing more than "white man's
nigger[s]

.

.

. ashamed of being black" (85), she trivializes their

racial struggles.

An exhortation from her mother teaches

Melanie/Kiswana the strength and courage of her foremothers:
It broke my heart when you changed your name.
grandmother's name,
who .

.

I gave you my

[an Iroquois married to a black craftsman]

. held off six white men with a shotgun when they

tried to drag one of her sons to jail for not knowing his
place.

Yet you needed to reach into an African dictionary to

find a name to make you proud.
When I brought my babies home from the hospital, my ebony son
and my golden daughter, I swore before whatever gods would
listen .

.

. that I would use everything I had and could ever

get to see that my children were prepared to meet this world
on its own terms, so that no one could sell them short and
make them ashamed of what they were or how they looked ....
And Melanie, that's not being white or red or black-- that's
being a mother. (86)
Listening to her mother, Kiswana learns the womanist lesson of univer¬
sality: "Black isn't beautiful and it isn't ugly--black is!
kinky hair and it's not straight hair--it just is" (86).

It's not

In her rebel¬

lion, in everything she has done, and is to do, she is "breaking no new
trails," and will be just like her mother, the "woman she had been and
was to become" (87).
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Like the womanist, Kiswana is "committed to survival and wholeness
of entire people, male and female" (Walker xi).

She helps her people by

organizing a tenants' association to put pressure on the owner to repair
the buildings.

Kiswana, the young activist, offers friendship and hope

to her neighbor Cora Lee, who has no bonding with either man or woman.
Although Mattie never "f[inds] the time to do jury duty on other
people's lives" (123), the married women of Brewster Place fear for
their husbands' fidelity; because she has seven children and no husband,
they figure Cora Lee might be having them by their husbands (123).
Cora's men come and go as shadows, never leaving their names, and Cora
Lee, who wanted only baby dolls, and who, as an adult, finds consolation
in her children only when they are babies, is resigned to the shadows
that give her "the thing that [feels] good in the dark" (114)--and
babies. Cora Lee's story introduces the symbol of the dream as
hope footed in reality.

Reminding Cora Lee that "babies grow up" (120),

Kiswana inspires the young mother to take some responsibility for her
growing children.
Shakespeare's

Kiswana's friend's black community production of

A Midsummer Night's Dream awakens in Cora Lee the dream

of her children's possibilities and inspires her to have ambitions for
them, for she, too, has "had a most rare vision" (126).
The story of Ciel, Miss Eva's granddaughter, looks at the value of
motherhood and nurturing, the importance of female friendship and
companionship, and the effects of male oppression.
explores love-hate relationships.

Like Corregidora, it

Juxtaposed in Ciel's painful memories

of being abandoned by Eugene, her baby Serena s father, of being alone
with a month-old baby, being sick, and being humiliated by the case
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worker, are her sexual desires, "the raw urges that crept, uninvited
between her thighs on countless nights; the eternal whys all meshed with
the explainable hate and unexplainable love" (91).
'^^ter

a

year when Ciel is alone with her daughter Serena, "the only

thing [she had] ever loved without pain" (93),

Eugene returns, impreg¬

nates her again, and blames her: "I'm fuckin' sick of never getting
ahead.

Babies and bills, that's all you good for" (94).

Although

Naylor implies the economic difficulties of the black man in a racist
world, she condemns Eugene, who forces an abortion on Ciel and then
leaves her again for a doubtful job in another state.
rejects her love because it "ain't good enough" (100),

After Eugene
Ciel sees him

for what he is--"a tall, skinny black man with arrogance and selfishness
.

.

." (100).

She realizes that she will soon hate him, and she knows

that she will never forgive herself for not having hating him sooner.
While Eugene is packing, Serena, the creeping baby, electrocutes herself
by sticking a fork into an electric socket.
"Simply tired of hurting" (101), Ciel wills herself to die, but
Mattie refuses to let her die.

Naylor uses the traditional images of

maternal care:
"No! No! No!" Like a black Brahman cow, desperate to protect
her young, she surged into the room .

"

She sat on the

edge of the bed and enfolded the tissue-thin body in her huge
ebony arms.

And she rocked.

Ciel's body was so hot it burned Mattie when she first touched
her, but she held on and rocked.
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As Mattie rocks Ciel, Ciel begins to moan, responding to Mattie's
rocking the way a baby responas to his mother's love.
Ciel and becomes her savior.

Mattie bonds with

She gives Ciel a bath:

She raised her arms and cleaned the armpits, soaping well the
downy brown hair there.

She let the soap slip between the

Si-rl's breasts, and she washed each one separately, cupping it
in her hands.
toenails.

She took each leg and even cleaned under the

Making Ciel rise and kneel in the tub, she cleaned

the crack in her behind, soaped her pubic hair, and gently
washed the creases of her vagina--slowlv, reverently, as if
handling a newborn.

.

.

. Ciel stood there, naked and felt the

cool air play against the clean surface of her skin.
closed her eyes and the fire was gone.
.

.

.

. She then led her freshly

baptized now, to the bed.

She

So Ciel began to cry--

c, glistening body,

And Ciel lay down and cried.

Mattie knew the tears would end.

And she would sleep.

But
And

morning would come. (104-105)
The bath, symbol of purification and of rebirth, has s ..-ie erotic
overtones.

The passage shows the depth of women's emotions, and it ends

in hope.
The

.:emes of oppression, lesbian love and womanist bonding merge

in "The Two,"
world.

Althoup"

story about a lesbian couple who live in a heterosexist
^v seem "like such nice girls" (129), Theresa and

Lorraine on the ^teps to their house once share that

moment of

invisible communion reserved for r-.-o" (131) which the women of Brewster
Place recognize as ~c.

Thov.

they themselves "had often laughed
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and touched each other" (131) in joy or sorrow, they had shared that
look only with their men. They begin to isolate the two.

Since her

apartment faces theirs, Sophie, a vicious rumormonger, appoints herself
to be the watchman for heterosexist, homophobic society.
Naylor is careful to avoid stereotypes in her depictions of these
lesbians.

Lorraine, tall, thin, and plain, is a nurturing elementary

school teacher who fears exposure because of her profession but who
wants to be part of the larger community.

She wants the neighbors'

approval; she wants to "stand out there and chat and trade make-up
secrets and cake recipes.

She want[s] to be secretary of the block

association" (136); she seeks to surround herself with the "comfort of
everyone's goodwill" (135).

Tee, short, rounded, pretty, and feminine-

looking, is a businesslike personnel director for the Board of
Education; as a lesbian she is a separatist who prefers to have her
social life in a closed society of lesbians and gays.

Though she

professes not care about the neighbors' opinions--"! personally don't
give a shit what they're thinking.

And their good evenings don't put

any bread on my table" (134)--she is disturbed when a mother whose child
she had helped after a fall accusingly asks, "What are you doing to
her?" (157).

Afterwards, Tee keeps washing her hands, lathering them

and rinsing them, but they still feel dirty, soiled by heterosexist
condemnation.

Such encounters convince Theresa of the necessity of

separatism for the "different": "They [heterosexual society] wouldn't
understand--not in Detroit, not on Brewster Place, not anywhere!
long as they own the whole damn world, it's them and us, Sister--.
And that spells different!" (166).

And as
.

She reminds Lorraine, " You're a

.
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lesbian .

.

.a butch, a dyke, a lesbo .

.

But

orraine believes

otherwise--she insists that beir.5 a lesbian doesn't make her "any
different from anyone else in

ne world!" (165).

Lorraine, like

Andrienne Rich, seeks to define a new universality.
Yet neither Lorraine nor Theresa has reservations about her
inherent lesbianism.

Tee

the separatist, has had relationships with

men, some of whom "were good to [her] in and out of bed," and she
instructs Lorraine,

'Why you so uptight about sex or men?

nothing disgusting about it" (138).

There's

But when Lorraine asks, "If they

were so great, why are you with me?" (183), she answers with a feminist
food image:
"Because you can take a chocolate chip cookie and put holes in
it and attach it to your ears .
aarring .

.

. but

.

. and call it an

.t's still a cookie.

And [when a male-

female experience is over] you know what you got? ....
"A lesbian." (138).
Tee is a lesbian regardless of her past experiences and relationships.
Lorraine identified and affirmed her sexual orientation in adolescence.
Her father discovered a letter from her lesbian friend when she was
s venteen.

When Lorraine refused to deny the relationship, he disowned

her and never responded to her efforts to communicate.

Lorraine

asserts, "I've accepted it all my life and it's nothing I'm ashamed of.
I lost a father because I refused to be ashamed of it" (165);
nevertheless, she knows, "Black people [are] all in the same boat--she'd
come to realize this even more since they came to Brewster Place--and if
they didn't row together they'd sink together" (142).
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Many of the women of Brewster Place will not row the boat with the
lesbians.

But the activist Kiswana awkwardly urges Lorraine to help

plan the block party.

She also defends Lorraine from the insults of

C.C. Baker, a sexist juvenile delinquent whose one claim to self-respect
is threatened by "any woman who lay beyond the length of [his penis's]
power" (162).

Fiery-spirited Etta, who has suffered the condemnation

for excessive heterosexuality, defends the two against condemnation of
the unctuous:
"They sinning against the Lord!" Sophie's eyes were bright and
wet.
"Then let the Lord take care of it," Etta snapped.
"Who appointed you?" (140)
It is the matriarch Mattie who thinks through an apologia for all the
women:
"Well, I've loved women, too.

There was Miss Eva and Ciel,

and even as ornery as you [Etta] get, I've loved you
practically all my life."
"I've loved some women deeper than I ever loved any man
tl
"And there been some women who loved me more and did more for
me than any man ever did .... Maybe it's not so
different,
about it,

.

.

. Maybe that's why some women get so riled up

'cause they know deep down it s not so different

after all." (140)
Soft-looking Tee defines Lorraine as soft and identifies her with
woman's mythical closeness to nature.
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Smoked honey.

That's what Lorraine had reminded her of,

sitting in that office, clutching that application.

Dry

Autumn days in Georgia woods, thick bloated smoke under a
beehive, ana the f:rst glimpse of amber honey just faintly
darkened about the edges by the burning twigs.

She had flowed

just that heavily into Theresa's mind and had stuck there with
a persistent sweetness. (135)
But Tee becomes annoyed

v

v Lorraine's weakness, "the very softness that

had first attracted her to Lorraine" (135).
stereotype her lesbian *
relationship.

-racters, neither

For, if Naylor refuses to
oes she idealize their

Like Mattie and Etta's friendship, like many marriages,

Lorraine and Tee's relationship has its ups and downs. Tee is the
dominator; when Tee talks, Lorraine listens--"Tee the teacher and
Lorraine the student,

.

.

. who wants to be a human being" (165).

Like

a man and his woman, Tee wants Lorraine to be "independent of other
people and look to [her] for the way [she] should feel about [her]self,
cut [her]self off from the worl ." (165). Yet Tee is not a nurturer
or a supporter and is becoming "tired of being clung to--of being the
one who was leaned on.

She didn't want a child--she wanted someone who

could stand toe to toe with her be willing to slug it out at times"
(136).

Lorraine realizes that she must quest for her Self.

Ironically she finds it in a relationship with a father-figure and in
identity with a daugnter.

Ben, the drunken maintenance man, befriends

Lorraine because she "just sorta limped along inside" (148).

Crippled

by the wounds of the heterosexist world, she reminds Ben of his
physically crippled daughter (whose story, told in flashbacks, is one of
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sexist, racist, economic brutality abetted by the mother).

Ben's

friendship gives Lorraine's "softness" some substance, and the strength
to cope with the neighbors' ostracism.

She finds peace with Ben in his

cold, damp, ugly basement apartment because there she can be herself.
That peace gives her the strength to stand up to Tee and go alone to a
party at Tee's homosexual club, an act which is an assertion of her will
and her independent self, the self essential to any wholesome
relationship with another:

"If I can't walk out of this house without

you tonight, there'll be nothing left in me to love you.

.

." (167).

On

her way home alone, Lorraine suffers the ultimate of heterosexist
oppression, multiple rape and abuse by C.C. Baker's gang:
"You ain't got nothing to say now, huh?

Thought you was real

funny laughing at me in the streets today?

Let's see if you

gonna laugh now, dyke!" ....
"I'm gonna show you somethin' I bet you never seen before.
Bet after we get through with you, you ain't gonna wanna kiss
no more pussy." ....
"Please."
The sixth boy took a dirty bag .

.

. and stuffed it into her

mouth
Lorraine was no longer conscious of the pain in her spine or
stomach.

What was left of her mind was centered about the

pounding motion that was ripping her insides apart.
couldn't tell when they changed places .
continuous hacksawing of torment ....

.

She

. --it was all one
Please.
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When they had finished and stopped holding her up, her body
fsll like an unstringed puppet.

She didn't feel her split

rectum or the patches in her skull where her hair had been
torn out by grating against :ne bricks. (170-171)
The person who finds Lorraine is Ben, but because she has lost her mind,
she fails to recognize him as a friend; she sees only his maleness.
Tragically,

it is the one man who has been kind to Lorraine, who

asks,"My God, child, what happened to you?" (172) that suffers.

She

beats him with a brick to "stop the moving head" (173), thus "rendering
his brain just a bit more useless than hers was now" (173).
After Lorraine's rape and Ben's death, the rains from heaven pour
down on Brewster Place for five days and five nights; one is reminded of
Noah's story.

Just as God sent rain to cleanse the earth of its sins,

God sends rain to Brewster Place to cleanse it of its sins.

Their

subconscious disturbed in the "cold sweat of a nightmare" (176), the
women of Brewster Place and their daughters dream of the "tall yellow
woman in the bloody green and black dress" (175) , whom they had
oppressed and rejected.

The women have to come to terms with their part

in Lorraine's rape, for they are guilty of the same sins as C.C. and his
gang-- sexism, heterosexism, and homophobia.
But Mattie, free of heterosexist prejudices, dreams a vision of
hope.

Artfi

ly breaking the boundaries "between events ana our percep¬

tion of them .

.

. between the past, the present, and dream world"

(Zimmerman 213), as womanist writers should do, Gloria Naylor creates
for Mattie a dream which ties together the themes and images of the
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novel, identifies woman with woman, brings joy out of sorrow, and
prophesies the survival and wholeness of the people.
Mattie dreams of the block party, Kiswana's activity to unite the
people of Brewster Place for political action against the slumlord.
the nurturer mans a food table.

Etta, who "loves love, and food

and roundness" (Walker Search xii), dances with a handsome teenager to
signify the womanist joie de vivre.

Ciel returns from her self-imposed

exile, wounds healed, to end her quest at home.

Mattie embraces her in

a rocking embrace, this time one of joy, not comfort.

Ciel is ready to

marry again and start a new family with a man who "is not black" (178).
Etta and Mattie's approval affirms the womanist universality and echoes
Kiswana's mother's lesson.

Ciel recounts a dream (within Mattie's

dream) in which she becomes one with Lorraine:

"And there was a woman

who was supposed to be me, I guess.

She didn't look exactly like me,

but inside I felt it was me" (179).

Although Ciel can't recall what is

that happens at that wall, she can feel the horror of it.

Rape is

universal and when it happens to one woman, every woman experiences it.
That Ceil's identification with Lorraine occurs in Mattie's dream
reiterates Mattie's understanding of womanist love.
Lorraine and Ciel are both her beloved daughters.

The lesbian
In Mattie's dream,

Cora Lee is pregnant again, ready to give birth to new life, new energy,
new hope.

But the walking baby is still of value.

Rain plays a significant role in Mattie's dream. Despite the
rapidly forming dark clouds, Etta and Mattie don't believe its going to
rain because "Clouds don't always mean rain .
Kiswana cries, "It's going to rain" (184).

.

." (184). But like Noah,

Ciel also knows it is going
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to rain.

Rain, like all archetypes, is paradoxical.

Symbol of gloom

and destruction and sorrow, it is also purifier, refresher, vehicle of
birth.

Blood, too, is archetypal, and paradoxical; it symbolizes

bruta ity and the patriarchal curse upon women.
vital fluid, the nurtv
Sprinkles rf r

But it is also the

r of new life.

n precede the walking baby's discovery of blood--

Lorraine s and Ben's--on the bricx. wall.

While the men of Brewster

Place mind the children, the women launch an attack on the bloody wall.
Brick by brick, they dismantle the wall
cooking forks, spike-heeled shoes.

:ith women's tools--fingernails,

Co^a Lee the baby maker recruits Tee

the lesbian:
"Here, please, take these.
.

.

.

. "Please.

I'm so tired."

Please." (187)

Remembering Lorraine's pleas to the rapists and asserting that selfrespect must come before cooperation, Tee replies, "Don't ever say that
[please] again--to anyone" (188).

-at she joins in, accep ed and

accepting, as the women destroy the symbol of alienation.

As Tee

becomes a full participant, the rain explodes in a retreshing downpour,
"almost in perfect unison with the beating of their hearts" (188).
washes, baptizes,
their own rainbows"

It

purifies, rebirths them and they move "to the ends of
Shange 67) where there are no walls between

straight and gay, men anu women, white and black.
Mattie awakens, but not to despair.

The sun, another symbol of

life and hope, is shining on everything "just like a miracle" (Naylor
188).

The womanist hope glows in golden letters on Kiswana's banner:

"Today Brewster -- Tomorrow America" (186).

The womanist joy rings in

Etta s voice.
party" (189).

Don't you know what day this is?

We're gonna have

Conclusion:

Comments on Commonalities

we must learn our common symbols,
preen them
and share them with the world.
Ntozake Shange
The preceding examination of these five novels and two short
stories by black women reveals certain common answers to the questions
of black feminist/ lesbian criticism.
All the works considered here except "Ole Black Emelda" are non¬
linear in structure although the non-linearity is achieved in different
ways and perhaps for different reasons in the several works.

Gayl

Jones's carefully planned free associations achieve the effect of the
conscious and unconscious workings of the mind, for instance, whereas
the revues, program notes, journal entries, and charms of Sassafrass.
Cypress & Indigo create a surrealistic collage.

The non-linear

structure of the works contributes also to the breaking of boundaries-in Corregidora. those between past and present; in Eva's Man, those
between events and our perceptions of them; in Women of Brewster Place,
those between dream and reality; in Sassafrass. Cypress & Indigo, those
between art and world.

Although there is no reason to assume that such

structure and synthesis are exclusively feminist, lesbian, or black,
they do seem to be a common manner in contemporary black women's
writings which have the womanist motif.
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These fictions also make use of the continuous present tense and
other unconventional grammar which Susan Wolfe identifies as a mark of
lesbian writing (Zimmerman 213).

In black women writings, however,

these may simply be marks of black dialect.

It is interesting to note,

nevertheless, that when Shange's characters are protesting sexism most
strenuously, they slip into the darkest black idiom.
If, in matters of grammar, black women's writings are simply black,
the feminine definitely dominates in the imagery.

Most common are the

archetypes of blood (menses) and water (birth); in these women's writifgs. both frequently signify redemption and woman as a bearer of grace.
Food occurs most frequently as symbol of the joy of life and of as woman
as nurturer, but, as in Eva's Man, its spoilage symbolizes disgusting
brutality to woman and her reaction to it.
In content, these novels serve to dispel the myths that trouble
black feminism.

Without exception, they show that black women suffer

other oppression than racial and that they are not liberated but
burdened by the responsibilities that oppression has forced upon them.
Perhaps the most devastating oppression is sexism because it is so
personal--it attacks a woman's being.

These black women writers

emphasize the far-reaching effects sexism has on women, particularly
black women.

The oppression by her stepfather who she thinks is her

"Pa" and by her husband was the most direct, the most personal that
Celie ever suffered.

The three Charleston sisters had escaped the ill-

effects of racism, but one suffered domination by her man and insults
and stereotypes by his friends.

The women in these novels have chafed

against or been crushed by male - enforced gender roles.

Ciel's husband
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condemned her as a ball and chain.

Men as varied as Mutt and Mr.

expected women to be domestic drudges.

The men who stereotyped Eva as

whore, bitch, slave, and sex object drove her to assume the archetype of
Woman the Destroyer.
It is the degradation of enforced gender roles and responsibilities
without rewards that these novels protest.

There is no objection to--in

fact, there is a revelling in--positive mythic gender roles.

The

nourishing woman appears everywhere, and the free mother rejoices in her
role.

Even the concept of woman's inherent closeness to nature, which

"civilize<i" man disparages, the women in these novels embrace.

In Shug,

Desiree, and Indigo, that closeness to nature is even taken to be of the
Spirit.

Charlotte of Eva's Man. Sassafrass, and Celie practice with

satisfaction the archetypal woman's art, the working of cloth.
What the black woman protests, then, is not the womanly roles but
the denial of her creativity, not the burden of work but its being
forced upon her, not the male world but the paternalistic and rapist
denial of her freedom.

If Ursa sings not to make a living but to

express herself, Cat Lawson and Celie know that a craft gives economic
as well as spiritual freedom.

Adrienne Rich's statement that all female

creativity is lesbian simply makes lesbian a psychological term for the
principle of creativity in women; as such it is a good corrective to the
traditional psychoanalytical identification of the energetic, creative
elements of the personality as masculine.

Through their choice of

feminine arts--clothwork, blues, dance--the black women novelists affirm
the femaleness of women's creativity.
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Oriented though they are to women's quest for self- fulfillment, a
quest which, though inward, frequently occurs on a geographical journey
and which requires literally and figuratively a return home to the past,
to the mother, and to a recognition of female bonding, these novels,
nevertheless, dispel the myth that feminists are just man-haters.

Even

the bitterest women, those in Gayl Jones's novels, understand the lovehate paradox; even the most abused, Celie, becomes reconciled to her
husband as friend.

Some of the protagonists find fulfillment in a

reciprocal love relationship with a man.

And the good father figures--

Ben, Mattie's father, the remembered father of Sassafrass, Cypress, and
Indigo-- influence favorably the emotional health of the women.
A sympathetic or an objective reading of this small sample of Black
Women's novels combats the myth that lesbians are outside the pale of
sympathy, "totally alien from decent black folks" (Smith, Home Girls
xxix).

Not one of these writers seems to imply authorial condemnation

of lesbianism, except perhaps Gayl Jones in "The Women."

Although the

novelists show the realities of heterosexist intolerance and a seamy
side of lesbian life, they also show "normality" in Tee and Lorraine's
relationship, healing in that of Celie and Shug, and wisdom in Cat
Lawson.
Mr.

A spectrum of the black community--a traditional chauvinist,
; a worldly jazz musician, Leroy; a Christian matriarch, Mattie--

understand the physical manifestation of love between women as a part of
the continuum of woman's life.

The novels affirm women's sexuality in

both free heterosexual and free homosexual practices; they affirm the
black woman's body in ways as diverse as Celie's self-examination, her
admiration for the very blackness of Shug's beauty, and Cypress's
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acceptance of her typically black shape and the uses of her well-dis¬
ciplined body in both dance and love.
Finally, these novels deny the myth that women's issues are narrow,
apolitical, and not particularly serious.

In her quest, which, contrary

to the critical hypothesis, takes her abroad in the world and in
society, as well as into the soul and the past, the black woman in these
fictions finds that the oppression of women is prevalent everywhere in
the world's male-dominated cultures.

Celie's missionary sister, Nettie,

finds that the wives and daughters of the polygamous African chiefs are
kept uneducated, made to be the workers of the community, and mutilated
in initiation rites.

The Corregidora women remember their legal

enslavement at the hands of males and, at emancipation, the destruction
of the documents to prove it.

And Cypress not only finds oppression in

the male-dominated dance world but in her vision finds all oppression to
be one.

Cypress's activism for black rights inspired by her dream,

Mattie's vision of the destruction of the wall, Nettie's missionarying
under the slogan "OUR COMMUNITY COVERS THE WORLD" (Walker, Color 241)-all assert that black feminists and their concerns are part of the
"larger struggle."
An analysis of these works has shown them to be womanist in manner
and content.

Though some of the characters have not brought their

struggles to a successful conclusion, those who have completed their
quest have learned to love themselves, have become "committed to
survival and wholeness of entire people, male and female," have become
part of a transformed universality.
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